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Transportation and Urban Life: An Introduction
 
The primary requirement for the mobility of people and goods in a
 
region derives from the 
 spatial separation of various activities which
 
must intv]:act in some way for their common good. leople rarely live
 
where they and the need to
work, so travel between workplace and home
 
results. Similarly, it is 
 not often possible to extract raw materials,
 
process, aarkct, and consume them as finished products at a single loca­
tion; the nved for co:tunmodity movement is thus created. Fundamentally, 
then, the d':irmnd for transportation is a derived demond: people and goods 
ust be mo. d about wi thin a region for purposes related to life style 
and life quzl ity. Transportation is thus a support system in a region. 
In performing this function, transportation also serves as a unifying 
force within a region, raking interaction over distance possible or more 
economical. In some cases, of course, transportation may be viewed as a 
commnodity in itself when people elect to ride from place to place to enjoy 
the recreational aspects of the ride itself. 
 Even in this case, however,
 
the demand derives from a need to recreate, to view a new part of the
 
city, to smell the fresh air in the countryside, not simply to travel.
 
To assess the urban transportation system in Seoul, Republic of Korea, 
or any other city, then, it is essential to view that system from at least 
two perspectives. First, one must examine the degree to which the system
 
meets the needs for which it 
is built: mobility of people and commodities
 
and accessibility of places. 
 Second, one must consider tie full spectrum
 
of costs associated with meeting those needs: economic costs, human costs, 
and environmental costs.
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The importance of considering the degree to which Seoul's transpor­
tation system provides transportation services may be clarified by con­
sidering the fact that the full set of system costs represents the price
 
the residents of Seoul pay for their transportation. To determine whether
 
or not that price is too high, one must know the benefit to be received
 
from paying it. Furthermore, transportation can be stUdied in itself as 
an element of th-c urban environment of Seoul. Poor transport service 
will produce negative effects on the quality of life for urban residents, 
just as will poor air quality or high ambient noise levels. For example, 
one cost of not meeting the demand for transportation is congestion on the 
streets; in a sense, congestion is a sign of life in a city, but it clearly 
indicates wasted time, wasted vehicle operating costs, increased noise and 
air pollution, and increased traffic accidents, as well. Restricted trans­
port services also will retard economic growth of an area, and reduce the
 
rate of social interaction. While it is difficult to assess the true
 
costs of unmet needs and unmade trips in an urban area, these are real costs.
 
To study all of the costs associated with providing urban transpor­
tatiL in certain ways requires the consideration of many kinds of costs.
 
Until very recently, the primary criteria for evaluating transportation
 
systems and proposals were economic in nature, measured in monetary terms.
 
Unfortunately, however, it is often the case that no markets exist for
 
some of the resources consumed to build transport facilities -or if they
 
do, the market prices often do not reflect the true value of those resour­
ces. For example, there are often .Ignificant social.co.ts, such as
 
wasted time, severance of existing social interaction channels, disruption
 
of neighborhoods, displacement of families, businesses, and institutions,
 
and injiry and death due t traffic accidents. Eivironmental costs of
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transportatioi. include eifects on air quality, noise levels, water quality, 
aesthetics, and valued vist-as, historical. artifacts and places. Trans­
portation syste:, characteristics also directly influence the spatial struc­
ture of urban developileut through the differential provision of accessi­
bility to various plac'e,; in the region. In this way, transportation can 
not only pu ;itively contitribute to the desired growth of the city, but it 
can also cause growth patterns which place undesirable pressures on envi­
ronmental ret;ources such as water, air, and open space. 
These many inter--relationships between a transportation system and 
its urban environmetit c ul only be considered in the context of trade-offs 
between benefit;, and cost.;, between positives and negatives. There is no 
absolute iu the planning and evaluation of transportation systems. Envi­
ronmental. re.;o.irces cannot be viewed as absolut ely untouchable if the city 
is to remain ,ihble. At the same time, meeting a given transportation 
need cannot ho considered to be essentil . Instead, it is necessary to 
carefully weigh all of the benefits against all of the costs. 
To understarA the transportation-environment relationships in Seoul 
presented in the following sections, however, it is important to recognize 
that the foci of transportation planning in the most highly developed 
countries have until recently been on demand forecasting and economic cost 
analysis. The state-of-the-art in travel demand modeling, and the fore­
casting of demand shifts in response to transport system changes, is 
relatively well developed. The measurement of monetary costs can also 
be accomplished with considerable precision. Coniprehensive systems eval­
uationi, including consideration of non-monetary social and .environmental 
impacts, is st.ill in its infancy. Essential models to predict the effect 
ilf transportation facilities on air quality and ambient noise levels have 
evolve" only over the 
past few years, and their reliability is still very
 
limited. Their general, regular utilization in planning is quite rare,
 
although in the United States, the requirements of the Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969 are chaLlging this sitLIaLi)n. Much research has focused on
 
the measurement of social impacts, but, while 
 some progress has been made, 
major problems have not yet been solved. thatFinally, it is also clear 

the interacLions between transpcortation and land 
use, which have been
 
assumed in system planning for two decades or more, are still not well
 
understood. Thus, the specific effect of 
a particular urban transporta­
tion investment on growth of 
a city cannot be precisely estimated. 
It is in 
the context of this limited state-of-the-art that this re­
port attempts to 
assess the current and potential linkages between trans­
portation and environment in Seoul. IL begins with -an analysis of the
 
transportation 
 system itself, followed by an identification of some sig­
nificant environmental impacts of transportation in Seoul, and 
a consider­
ation of the relation between transportation and urban development. 
 The
 
transportation planning process 
itself is considered next, after which the
 
availability of appropriate professional skills is evaluated. 
Finally,
 
recommendations for improved consideration of the environmental impacts
 
of transportation in Seoul 
are presented.
 
Transportation as 
an Element of the Environment in Seoul
 
The Road Network
 
Considering the rapidity of its recent growth, Seoul has 
an extensive
 
and relatively well-integrated urban transportation system. 
The backbone
 
of 
this system is the road network, which carries bus, automobile, truck,
 
animal-drawn, bicycle, and pedestrian 
traffic. This road network is being
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developed and improved to meet current and future needs, with the primary 
emphasis on short-term improvcments.
 
The connections 
 to the hinterlands of the city consist of a tradi­
tional radial road network, the structural features of which become appar­
ent beyond the ten-kilometer ring from the center of the city. These
 
radial components 
 have their highest densities in the southeast, south
 
-and southwe.st corridors leading 
 out of Seoul. Development to the north is 
restricted both by topogcaphy and by the propinquity of the demilitarized 
zone. 
 Both density and quality of roadways decline rapidly with distance 
from Seoul. The primary intercity connections are formed by two major
 
tollways, 
 the Seoul-Inchon Express.,ay to the southwest and the Seoul-Pusan 
Expressway to the southeast. Both of these facilities are high-quality, 
four-lane, divided, limited access roadways. Most of the other roadways
 
are two-lane facilities, 
 and apparently many of these are unpaved or at 
best gravel-surfaced. 
 Since many of these are farm-to-market and commuter
 
links, their current condition surely provides'a restraint 
on economic 
development. 
The average daily traffic volumes en the two expressways in
 
1971 reported by the Ministry of Construction (Seoul/Pusan: 14,000; Seoul/
 
Inchon: 
12,500) suggests their importance to 
trade and social interaction ().
 
About 45% 
of these vehicles were 
trucks, 
a very high proportion by western
 
standards. Thus, 
these high-quality exprssways play major roles iq 
the
 
economic viability and competitive position of Seoul.
 
Within the 10-kilometer ring, the road pattern becomes more grid-like
 
in nature, subject to severe 
topographic restrictions provided by moun­
tains. Major roadways serve as district boundaries, providing relatively
 
good access around the edges of communities, and discouraging heavy through 
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While the density of this innerin residential areas. 
the urban transportation needs of 
traffic voluems 
grid seems sufficiently high to meet 
details place heavy restrictions on Seoul, topographical and operational 
in the central city. For example, the presencethrough traffic: movements 
Nam San, the Ilan River, and ruggedof such physical features as 	 Mount 
of the central area of Seoul leads to the hills on virtually all sides 
through routCs for vehicular traffic. The common use absence of viallu 
central business district, combined with of left-turn prohibitions in the 
lengths excessively long. Tooften make vehicular tripone-way streets, 
these problems are added heavy central-area congestion at 
most hours during 
under major downtownto subway constructionthe day, and disruption due 
add up to an inflation of the vehicle-miles and streets, all of which 
travel in the central area. This results in losses of vehicle-hours of 
probably have significant effects resources whichmonetary and human (time) 
Seoul, in addition to
 
the economic development and 	social viability of 
on 

increasing air pollution and ambient noise levels.
 
severe central-area conges-
In an apparent effort to deal with this 

tion, a number of short, elevated and depressed highway 
segments have been
 
There are a few "through­
constructed in the central portion.of Seoul. 

through traffic lane" underpasses and overpasses, which serve to crry 
under or over a very congested intersection, while leaving 
the operation
 
There are also a few
 
of the intersection itself relatively untouched. 

to
 
sections of elevated, expressway-type facilities which 
allow traffic 

cut across railroad yards and other impassible areas, resulting 
in shorter
 
There are two collector/distribu­trip lengths and higher average speeds. 

to carry traffic into and out of the
 tor expressway sections designed 

with local street traffic.interferencecentral business district without 
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All of these elevated facilities are located in structures in the rights­
of-way of ground-level streets, thus minimizing the taking of add.tional
 
laud for high'ays. The Sa:ui] Expressway, an eastfwest collector-distribu­
tor on the ea,.st side of the central area, was built over the Chunge Chon 
sanitary canal., which was then covered to p'-ovide a surface-level local 
access street. All of tlle e:.pressway-type facilities must be viewed 
primarily as soottions to suer -term traffic opea tions (congestion) prob­
lenis. They do nc.t, as yet, form an int egrated urban expressway systen, 
the purpose of which would be to distinctly separate local from through 
trips. The city of Seoul has formed a traffic analysis team which in the ;f 
future will attempt to formulate an overall expressway plan. The lack of 
an integrated planning activity to support the design of these facilities 
could potentially lead to planning problems in the future. Noise from 
elCevated eXp'essWays surely has an impact on adjacent apartment develop­
ments; but low traffic volumes and separation of facilities from residents 
by over 10 feet reduce the seriousness of this problem. Aesthetically, 
elevated highways in Seoul do not meet U.S. standards, but somehow they 
seem L- fit into the landscape of Seoul without much negative impact. 
The super-block pattern of land use development complements, and is
 
the street pattern within the ten-kilometer ring. In
 complemented by, 

this pattern, major arterial streets circumscr.ibe superblocks, within 
which residential, commerciat, and some industrial activities are housed.
 
Interior streets are narrow, often winding due to steep grades, and fre­
quently impassible to vehicular traffic. Density of development within 
these superblocks is very high, thus contributing to very high overall 
population densities in Seoul -on the order of 50,000 persons per square 
mile. Circumscribing arterial streets are usually wide (over.100 feet), 
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and have adequate zapacity except in the central business district, whe-e 
congestion is heavy. 
 The arterials offer high accessibility locations
 
for commercial activities. This is advantageous to residents of the super­
block interiors, wzho thereby have relatively short -usually walking 
 -
trips to shops and jobs. In many areas, entrepreneurs tend to group simi­
lar commercial establishments together, so that buyers may find one block 
devoted to kitchen fi.tures, another to auto parts, and another to office 
furniture. This pat:tern, again, keeps trip lengths short and probably in­
creases competition to the advantage of the purchaser.
 
The superblock pattern also contributes favorably to the quality of
 
the living environment within the blocks. 
 Low levels of vehicular traffic
 
within superblocks reduce pedestrian accident exposure, ambient noise 
levels, and air pollution. On the other hand, longer trips, including
 
those to and through the central business district, are made more difficult 
because of the necessity to walk to public transit stops. Narrow, winding
 
streets in these interior spaces also restrict emergency service access.
 
This street patern, and the high density of residential development, lead
 
to a fire-fighting strategy of containment rather than attempting to save 
structures which are already aflame. 
Superblocks are relatively economical in the use of land for trans­
portation purposes, with approximately 20% allocated to streets in the 
developed area of Seoul, compared 
to 27 to 30% in most large U.S. cities (,2). 
All evidence suggests that this pattern will be maintained in central Seoul 
in the future. The policies for new transportation facility construction
 
focus on the use of existing rights-of-way, rather than the acquisition
 
of new lands. This results in economy of construction and minimizes the
 
I 
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displacement of homes and businesses. On the other hand, it does restrict
 
the development of the transportation system itself, constraining levels
 
of service (increasing travel times, 
travel distances, travel costs, acci­
dents, etc.). More grid-like street patterns are proposed for new areas 
of development south of fanthe 1i0ver 
-the next proposed growth pole 
­
and for the 
 new government center on Yoido Island. It is interesting to
 
.note, however, thit 
the new city of KwaniJu, about 30 kilometers south­
east of Seoul, is structured around a superblock pattern, 
 with two interior 
ring roads carrying one-way traffic connected to a large-scale exterior 
grid 	system. Thus, the pattern of this 
new town, intended for a future
 
population of 500,000, may indicate that the Koreans prefer to 
live in the
 
superblock style, with high-density modules surrounded by wide streets.
 
The Passenger Transportation Syster 
The 1969 traffic origin and destination survey, carried out by the
 
Korea Institute of Science and Technology for the City of Seoul, identi­
fied 
travel patterns based on a 2% sample survey of households (3). It
 
was found that the approximately 5.5 million people made about 6.7 million
 
trips on an average day. More specifically, about half of the population
 
made no trips, and about half made 
two trips. Thus, the trip-making rate
 
was about one person-trip per person. 
This is approximately 50% of the
 
typical U.S. trip-making rate. 
 In these figures, a trip to work and then
 
back 	to home is counted as two person-trips.
 
The bus transportation system carries approximately 70% of the 
aver­
age daily person trips 
- that 
is, about 4.7 million trips per day. 
 It
 
carries 76% of the home-work trips. 
 These tasks are accomplished through 
the use of a fleet of about 4300 buses, 4100 of which 
are 	privately owned
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and operated (4). The remainder of the intra-city buses are operated by 
the City of Seoul, primarily over routes which would not be profitable 
for private operators, but where service is socially or economically 
essential. It is said that there arc about 300 private bus corI nies in 
Seoul; while the city government has encouraged consolidation of servLces, 
the private owners seem to have no interest in doing so, which suggests 
that bus operations are highly profitable in Seoul.. This fragmentation 
of ownership very likely increases the cost of service to the trip-maker. 
The bus route network is quite extensive, as shown by the map on page 
11. Relatively good coverage is provided to 
all areas of the city, al­
though the focus of 
the routes is clearly in 
the central business district.
 
By general policy, bus stops 
are spaced about one kilometer apart, and 
buses are operated on 5- to 10-milulte headways throughout the day. It is 
apparent, however, that these service characteristics vary widely over
 
the city. Buses operate on a flat-fare 
system 
-a constant fare for any 
distance traveled 
-but 
 transfers 
are not permitted: that is, if a trip
 
requires the use of two separate bus routes, two full fares must be paid. 
The standard face is 20 won 
(about 5.25q), with special, lower fares for
 
school children. 
The buses on which this fare is 
charged have only limi­
ted seating capacity on bench-type seats 
running longitudinally inside the
 
buses. Aisles are wide, and during peak periods the majority of riders 
can expect to stand. "Premium" service is also offered on 
some routes,
 
at a charge of 30 won 
(about 8¢) per ride. 
 In these buses, seats 
are
 
arranged transversely on 
either side of a narrow aisle, and most riders
 
can expect to 
be seated. 
 Thus, a 10-won premium is 
charged for increased
 
comfort. Assuming that a typical worker goes to his job about 300 days 
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per year (the work week is often 6 days long), and spends 40 won for the 
won or $32.round trip, the annual cost 	 of travel to work would be 12,000 
.er capita income in Seoul offered by staff !Estimates of average annual 
members of KIST were appro:-:imately $215. Thus, the worker might 7pend 
about 15% of his income on home/work transportation. Other trips, for 
this fractionshopping, recreation, and 	 personal business would increase 
the low bus fares, then, the aveage Seoul resi­significantly. Even ..ith 
dent seems to commit a significant proportion of his income to travel. 
of the trips in Seoul, they also make majorWhile buses carry most 
and air pollution. Because of theircontributions to congestioL, 	 noise, 
to U.S. school buses -and poor performance
relatively large size -similar 
of street traffic, particularlycharacteristics, buses reduce travel speeds 
some of which carry over 300 buses on peak-voluIie central area streets, 
per hour. 
10 to 20 per-Much of the inter-city travel in Korea is also by bus: 
the traffic volume on intercity toll roads is composed of buses.
 cent of 

The new city of Kwang Ju is connected to Seoul by intracity bus routes.
 
There are more than 12,000 taxis in the city of Seoul, a very large
 
number by western standards. Essentially all of these are tiny vehicles
 
of Japanese design, which can comfortably carry two persons. Taxis crowd
 
are
the central business streets at practically all non-curfew hours, and 

that part of the city. Their presence is less noticeable
 easy to hail in 

outside the 5-kilometer ring, yet several officials reported that they
 
to work from residential areas by taxis, which were
regularly traveled 

taxis is simplifred by the designation
easy for them to find. Access to 

These are usually siaall, covered waiting
of taxi steps throughout Seoul. 
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shelters, colorfully marked and frequently spaced. Taxi drivers are re­
quired to pick up and discharge passengers only at these stops, a system
 
which adds an element of order to street traffic patterns, ;ince the stops
 
themselves 
 can be located according to good traffic engineering standards.
 
A high level 
 of service for the user is still maintained, but taxis do not
 
stop at or near main intersections, or at other similar 
 locations likely
 
to cause traffic disruptions or high accident risks. Taxis 
 may pick up
 
and discharge passengers at establishmc-nts, such as hotels, which have
 
off-street driveways, but the 
driver prefers the taxi stops, where his
 
next customers are invariably queued 
 up for a ride. Taxis are essentially
 
ubiquitous in 
 the central area, and fares are relatively cheap (90 won for
 
the first 500 
 meters -about 24¢) by western standards. While many resi­
dents of Seoul surely cannot afford this means of transportation, a signi­
ficant proportion obviously can. The average taxi makes 55 trips per clay (5). 
In a city where a private automobile, including taxes and duties, may cost 
as much as $6000, the taxi offers a significant alternative. It provides 
convenient and rapid transportation at a much lower cost than would a
 
private car, except for those people who must make very large numbers of
 
trips each day. Seoul's 12,000 taxis, then, seem to fill 
the need for
 
persowalized transportation which in a wealthier country would be met 
by
 
private automobiles. 
 The taxi offers important advantages to the city and
 
its residentS. Since taxis are cruising most of the 
time, the need for
 
municipal parking lots -currently unmet -is much reduced. Also, because
 
they are highly experienccd, it 
is likely that taxi drivers have lower
 
accident rates than non-professional drivers. On the other hand, because 
taxis cruise all day, they increase 
the pollutant load on the atmosphere
 
and add to traffic congestion. On balance, however, the ubiquity of the
 
taxi in Seoul is to the social and economic benefit of the population.
 
There are about 26,000 private automobiles registered in Scou] ; this 
represents about 50% of the autos in Korea. In other words, there are 
about 5 private cars per thousand population; this is an exceedingly low 
U.S. urban rates arerate of auto Dwnership by western standards (Lypical 
over 500/thousand personls). The primary reason for this is the very high 
cost of automobiles combined with the low per capita income. It is the 
rare resident of Seoul who has access to a private car or one owned by 
his employer. The automobile is not yet culturally integrated into Korean 
society, and this is mirrored in typical driver-training courses offered 
by private schools. Students spend 4 hours per day, five days per week,
 
to drive, but also to understand and to
for four months learning not only 

maintain an automobile. A "crash" course is available at 2 hours pCr -lay 
for two months. 
The automobile is obviously viewed as a status symbol in Korea. Any­
to be able to afford the cost of a man to one who can afford a car seems 
to completedrive it. Private and company cars waiting for their users 

their business typically wait with the engine running, even for long peri­
can

ods of time. This adds to the pollution load, but again, auto owners 

the economy and these social pressures are likely
afford it. GrowtY of 

in Seoul, and serious consequences may
to increase quto ownership rates 

result. Congestion is already severe, and accident rates are high, and
 
There is essentially no or­these conditions may be expected to worsen. 
to convert land .ganized central-area parking system, and great pressures 

to result from large shifts toward private car,
to parking lots are likely 

usage. 
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travel in Seoul vary with Estimates of the importance of pedestrian 
study reports thatorigin-destinationthe source of the data. The 1969 
on foot (6). About 15% 
about 29% of the person trips in Seoul are made 
shupping trips. 
of the work trips are made by walking, as are 42% 
of the 
is due to low per capitareliance on pedestrian travelIn part, this high 
It is likely, however, that to a sig­and low auto availability.incomes 
land uses. While nodue the arrangement olthis is tonificant degree 
it is proba'"were discovered,
studies which analysed these relatioiships 
very easy for resi­
ble that the use of the superblock pattern makes 
it 
to do their shopping. The to the nearest arterial streetdents to walk 
for work trip travel. The 1.969 
short walk linkages probably exist same 
is about 19 minutes for all
 
study reports that the average walk trip time 
quite long by any standards, and it probably 
rep­
trip purposes. This is 

fast Korean walkingat the typical,
resents a distance of about 1.5 miles 

of the Seoul street system, however,
of the extreme circuitypace. Because 
Because of the
 
this may reflect an airline distance of about 
a mile. 

land use pattern on encouraging walkingof the superblocklikely effect 
in planning transportation and land use sys­it will be important
trips, 

the value of preserving the superblock
for the future to consider
tems 

a critical trade-off relationship which
 In a sense, there is
arrangement. 

the quality
 
exists here between encouraging walking trips 
and improving 

of vehicular traffic flows.
 
provide safe facilities for pedestrian
 Great pains have been taken to 

in other places in Korea. Pe­as
in the city of Seoul, as well 
movements 

destrian overpasses or underpasses have been provided 
at almost every
 
Overpasses are also
 
major intersection in the central business district. 

frequent
 
common in the outlying areas of Seoul, and they 
have been built at 
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intervals across the inter-city toll roads. On the latter facilities, 
access ramps to the overpasses have gentle slopes to make it possible for 
farmers to move animals across the roadways in safety. Within the central 
area of Seoul, underpasses are well lighted and very clean; some have shop­
ping arcades within them. Yet on many central area streets within super­
blocks, no pedestrian-vehicular separation exists, and narrow streets are 
shared by all types of trip makers. 
Two needs precipitate the common use of these special pedestrian 
crossings. First, many downtown streets are very wide -sOme exceed 200 
feet from curb to curb. Allowing grade-level pedestrian crossing would 
greatly add to traffic congestion and accident risks. Perhaps the more 
important factor is quite subtle: the residents of Seoll are not accustomed
 
to the automobile and its inherent dangers. People seem unaware of the
 
threat to life and limb associated with violent interactions with motor
 
vehicles. It is not uncommon to see pedestrians step into a street with­
out even a glance in the direction of oncoming traffic. It is estimated
 
that almost 98% of the traffic deaths in Seoul occur in pedestrian-vehicular 
accidents (7). Therefore, where the potential for confli't is high, spe­
cial facilities are constructed to minimize the danger. In addition to
 
over- and underpasses, guard rails and chains are often installed on the
 
edges of sidewalks to keep pedestrians out of the streets and to channel
 
them into the special crossing facilities. Observance of regulations re­
quiring the use of the facilities is high. A pedestrian involved in an
 
accident at a place where he failed to use an available over- or underpass
 
may be charged by the police as a traffic violator.
 
While these special pedestrian safety features surely improve the lot
 
of the walker, the dangers are still high. The automobile driver obviously
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has a low regard for pedestrians. On narrow, winding streets within super­
blocks, where no special walkways are marked, and in places where pedestri­
ans frequently walk in tile street, drivers seem totall.y unwilling to yield 
the right-of-way to them. In such situations, the primary tyaffic control 
device -or weapon -is the automobile horn: the driver leans on the horn 
and proceeds, expecring all. walkers to open the path before him. Drivers 
-were observed biowiig their horns out of habit, even where no one was in 
front of them. This leads to perhaps the most noticeable environmental 
impact of transportation in central Seoul, the intense cacophony on the 
automobile horn. 
It is interesting to speculate that many walking trips in the central 
business district of Seoul may, inthe future, be substituted with telephone 
calls when availability of the telephone becomes more common. It is not 
possible to estiw:ate the rate of substif.tition at this time because essen­
tially no research has been done in this atea. Since the potential sub­
stitutability of communications for transportation may be a source of 
congestion relief in many large cities around the world, it would be of
 
considerable value to institute research on this phenomenon in Seoul. 
The Coaimoditv Transportation System 
No organized statistics were found describing commodity transporta­
tion in Seoul. It was reported that, while the need for research was 
great, no resources had been made available to study freight movement 
problems. This is similar to the situation in more developed countries 
until recent y ars. About 21,000 trucks a-e registered in the Seoul area. 
Most of these are very small -perhaps having carrying capacities of 1.5 
to 2.5 tons. Many of these are thr'_e-wheeled. vehicles. This relatively 
small number of trucks does not seem to contribute much to street traffic
 
congestion. It is likely that trucks are primarily used to bring goods to 
a relatively small number of distribution centers, from which human-powered 
seem
modes are used to complete trips into the central areas. Trucks 
more prevalent beyond the 5-kilometer ring and, indeed, there are many 
from trucks are excluded. This is probablycentral-area streets which 
due to the narrowness of those streets, and the prohibition does contri­
and traffic flow.bute to an improvement in both the visual environment 
Some officials reported that trucks were used for central-area deliveries
 
the curfew hours, a concept which has been
with special permission during 

tried without success in England and the United States.
 
The most obvious methods for goods movement in downtown Seoul are 
observed carry­the 	bicycle, the hand-cart, and the A-frame. Bicycles were 
as many as six cases of beer, eight corrugated boxe s approximatelying 
3x2x2 feet in size, or as many as 3 steel compressed-gas cylinders. The 
latter may weigh from 200 to 300 pounds. Bicycles seemed to provide a very 
efficient way to move smaller loads through congested city streets. Often 
these are ridden on the sidewalks to avoid vehicular traffic delays. 
of bicycles, commercial activities in even the most remoteThrough the use 
part of superblock interiors could be reached. Pedestrian-bicycle con­
but none ever seemed to result in collisions. Bicy­flicts were observed, 
cles are equipped with loud, continuous-ring bells which seem to provide
 
com­pedestrians with adequate warning. Generally, bicycles were the most 

monly observed freight transportation mode in the central area.
 
their primary use is in
Hand-carts are also common in central Seoul; 
collecting waste materials for re-cycling. Their slow speed makes them 
avoid than a bicycle, but it also adds to street congestion.easier to 

trucks, and the largest
Typically, the smallest streets are off-limits to 
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to bicycles and hand-drawn vehicles. The use of wooden A-frames on shoul­
der straps was also common. Again, such transport modes make it possible 
to move goods in and out of confined areas without the dangers and environ­
mental offenses associated with motor vehicles. The use of all of the
 
human-powered modes can be attributed to the high cost of capital equip­
ment 	 and the low wage rates. One truck could probably replace several bicy­
cle riders, but the more labor-intensive approach is cLirrently cheaper in 
Seoul. Also, the heavy use of labor for freight movement tends to keep 
unemployment rates 	 down. Finally, there is, once again, a trade-off be­
tween 	 the use of human-powered freight transport modes and land use pat­
terns. The superblocks, each containing a broad mixture of land uses, 
results in short trip lengths, making non-motorized transport feasible.
 
Animal-drawn vehicles are prohibited in the central area of Seoul, 
although they are sometimes observed beyond the 5--kilometer ring. These 
pose 	both sanitary and aesthetic threats to the urban environment, but
 
their 	use is sufficiently rare to minimize this prob:em.
 
Land 	Use Patterns and Trends
 
The currently developed portions of the city of Seoul largely reflect
 
the topographic constraints imposed by mountains. North of the Han River,
 
where the majority of current development is located, residential areas
 
extend from the central businaess district in the following general direc­
tions: west, southwest, and east, with some development beyond the five­
kilometer ring to the northwest. South of the Han, dense development
 
exists to the west-southwest and the east, The major developing indus­
trial corridor lies along the roads to Inchon, to the southwest. New
 
development is occurring along the periphery of the central city, from
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the 5- to the 10-kilometer rings, and in essentially all corridors except 
the north. Relatively large apartment developments can be seen under con­
struction to the northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest. The 
major planned thrust of new development, however, is to the south of the 
Han River. This includes the area on the scuth bank of the Han soluth­
southeast of the central area, which, when fully developed, will represent 
a major increase in the developed area of Seoul. Yoido Island, site of 
the new government center in the lIlan River southwest of the downtown, will 
include residential as well as office space; several high-rise apartment 
buildings have already been completed at this location, and complementary 
residential facilities are planned or under construction both norti and
 
south of the Han near Yoido. It is said that two factors motivate the 
development of Seoul to the south: there is available, developable land 
in that sector, and its separation from the demilitarized zone makes it 
easier to defend. This de'ielopment trend will, of course, place new pres­
sures on the urban transportation system of Seoul. For example, if the 
central business district continues to be a major work-trip attractor 
(currently 70% of all vehicular trips have origins or destinations ia the
 
central area), then significant capacity increases will need to be provided
 
in the corridors to the south. Otherwise, efforts would have to be made
 
to provide the developing portions of Seoul with an ability to be economi­
cally self-sufficient. Given the current trend toward establishing the
 
central business district as the focal point of the region, meeting the
 
needs of commuting traffic from new developments will be important. Cur­
rently only 2 or 3 percent of the population of Seoul lives in the central 
area; the trend has been to zone the downtown for commercial and governmen­
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tal functions and to encourage residential migration to outlying areas.
 
Zoning and building codes probably have a less significant effect than down­
town land prices, which in some parts of the CBD have increased 100% from
 
1965 to 1968 (8). In the latter year the highest land values in the CBD 
were more 
than 10 times greater than prices as close as 3 kilometers from
 
the center of the city. Land values reflect the characteristics of the 
,market in Seoul, and thus may be interpreted as an indication of general 
economic trends arising out of a large number of factors. Generally, the 
rapidly increasing strength of the CBD as a focus for Seoul is quite evident. 
This is likely to result in generally increasing the demand for transporta­
tion, as measured in person-vehicular trips and particular in vehicle-miles
 
of travel, which in turn will emphasize the need for additional radial 
transport capacity, and its associated impacts. For example, the greatest 
needs for transportation corridors will probably occur in the most densely 
developed and most expensive land. Concentration of vehicles and people
 
in the central area will contribute to increased air and noise pollution
 
concentrations and increased accident risk exposure.
 
It is not clear that significant options to this cefitrally focused
 
development pattern have been carefully considered. In a sense, the city
 
of Seoul can choose, or 
at least could have chosen, to follow an alternative
 
development trajectory with a different set of associated social, economic
 
and environmental impacts. It is not possible to argue at this point that
 
decentralized development would, indeed, produce a more favorable future
 
environment for Seoul. The promotion of residential areas to the south,
 
including the policies that brought about the 
new city of Kwang Ju, indicate
 
partial decentralization. Yet current evidence suggests that the relative
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in line with publicis increasingthe central business districtstrength of 
surely require the commitment of more resources to policy, and this will 
the transport sector.
 
Current Overall Travel 
Patternls
 
travel patterns in any major
Simple, aggregate descriptions of overall 

to arrive at. Perbars the most striking feature of 
the
 
city are difficult 
the 1969 survey is the 
origin-to-destination trip linkages discovered in 

on the central business dis­
strong focus of vehiculer trip-making patterns 

The most intense residential-trip-generation areas 

trict. This suggests both the over-riding importance 
of the home-work-home 
trip linkages and the fact that the central area is 
the major trip attractor 
are to the 
in Seoul. 

east, northeast, northwest, and southwest of the central 
business district.
 
in thatis somewhat less important than the others The northwest corridor 
close to downtownin that sector are sufficientlymany of the residences 
trips. As a
 
allow walking trips, or at least very short bus 
employment to 

out of the central business district are in
 result, the major flows in and 

the corridor running east from the CBD along the Samil 
Expressway, in a
 
north/south corridor through the downtown along Sejong Ro, and 
in the south­
extremely heavy concentration of person­
west: corridor. This represents an 

in fact,

and vehicle-trips during the morning and evening peak periods; 

are running congested even at mid-day, in part due 
to
 
these corridors 

subway construction disruption.
capacity restrictions which result from 
Sejong Ro is carrying over 10,000 vehicles per hour in the morning 
peak
 
While this and other main arterials in the downtown 
are quite
 
period (9). 

10 lanes of capacity in both directions,
wide, providing as many as 8 to 

very significant bottlenecks occur at the intersections. 
Added delay due
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to left-turning vehicles has been eliminated at many intersections through 
the use of turn prohibitions, at the price of greatly increasing the circu­
ity of trip routing. 
 Some trips were observed to require twice as much
 
distance, and three times as much time, in one 
 direction compared to the 
other, strictly because of turn prohibitions. Thus, while flows through 
the intersections are 
improved, additional. vehicle-miles of travel are re­
quired, and much time is lost. Th'cre are impoLant Opportunities for traf­
fic operations improvements in the downtown area, and the city of Seoul has 
placed higher priority on this effort than on overall expressway system 
planning.
 
There is relatively little inter-sector travel in Seoul beyond the 5­
kilometer ring. That is, 
most of the trips are moving in and out of the
 
central area, rather than betwecii outlying areas. In part, this is due to
 
the current land-use patterns, which place most of the residential areas
 
in outlying radial corridors, and the bulk of the jobs in the central city.
 
In addition, severe topographical constraints provided by inountains make
 
the provision of high quality, surface-level circumferential routes most
 
difficult. These restrictions probably require a considerably amount of 
radial travel to be made even 
for a purely circumferential trip. Again,
 
the consequences of the necessary oblique or radial 
travel pattern is con­
centration of traffic in the central part of 
the city.
 
Future Transportation Plans and Needs
 
Very general proposals exist for the construction of a series of cir­
cumferential or ring roads, and these might provide some relief from the
 
negative impacts of the current 
transportation network. 
 However, a number 
of factors mitigate against the development of these new roadways. First,
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the primacy of the central business district will argue for the commitment 
of resources to projects which most directly serve this area -new and bet­
ter radial service. Second, the mountainous terrain surrounding and within 
the city of Seoul will make the construction of ring roads -designed to 
avoid the constraints of these topographic barriers -very costly. Third, 
since most of the travel in Seoul is, and will continue in the nex' decade 
or Lwo, by public transit, service via ring roads may not be provided be­
cause current radial routes may be perceived as being more profitable. In
 
other words, bus operators, facing relatively inelastic demand, may choose
 
to select more direct routings, even if the travel times are longer. Finally,
 
planning and location of circumferential. facilities should realistically
 
take place in the context of a much larger-scale comprehensive urban plan­
ning effort, including detailed analytic studies and evaluation, all of 
which is still in an embryonic state in Seoul. 
Also proposed and clearly needed is improved integration of intercity 
radial roadways, which penetrate Seoul from the hinterlands, and the cen­
tral area street network. Additional hinterland radials can be found on
 
the planning maps, but there is a significant need to determine what to do
 
with the traffic once it enters the city. As mentioned, through travel is
 
made most difficult because of the congestion and circuity of central city
 
streets. Ring roads would be helpful in alleviating some of these problems.
 
Generally, there is a need for a complete expressway plan for the city of
 
Seoul, covering existing and proposed penetration radials (such as the
 
Samil Expressway), Han River crossings with sufficient capacity to meet 
commutation needs, and circumferential routes. Of course, it is unreal­
istic to suggest that any or all of these facilities are needed to serve 
Seoul in future years. A considerable amount of analysis must go into the 
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preparation of such recommendations. That study should begin at 
an early
 
date.
 
It is important to recognize that such plans and proposals 
are often
 
viewed as attacks on the social 
and physical environment in developed coun­
tries. Careful planning to meet the transportation needs of Seoul, both
 
through the development of new facilities and through the direction of land 
use arrangement shifts, however, could make a very important contribution 
to preserving and enhancing the current environment. Solutions derived 
in times of crisis, like most short-term planning, c'ould produce a net 
urban impact which is unfavorable. 
One of many encouraging developments in transportation for Seoul is
 
the subway system, portions of which 
are already under construction. The
 
proposed system would ultimately consist of five distinct rapid transit 
lines totalling about 75 miles in length (10). 
 The system is to be in
 
tunnels radiating outward from the central business district to 
a distance
 
of about the 10-kilometer ring. From that point, lines will run at grade.
 
The route now under construction begins 
on the east side of the city, at
 
the Korean National Railways station, travels west through the CBD, and 
then turns south under Sejong Ro, terminating at the central KNIR station.
 
Track, design geometrics, and rolling stock will be completely compatible
 
with KNR equipment when the line opens in 1974, 
so that commuters from the
 
hinterlands of Seoul will find it possible 
to travel to the CBD without
 
changing trains. To provide this 
uniquely attractive service, connecting
 
KNR routes in the Seoul 
area will be converted to electrically powered
 
locomotives rather than the current diesel power. 
 This coincides With a
 
national plan to electrify the railroads, which is just getting underway.
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As stated, all five proposed lines will pass chrough the central busi­
ness district, and from there will radiate to the northwest, northeast,
 
cast, east-southwest, southeast, 
 south, southwest, and west, providing ex­
tensive coverage of the entire metropolitan area. This system will obvi­
ously strengthen the relatve position of the CBD as the economic, cultural, 
and social focal point Seoulof To the extent that travelers will be able 
to complete all 
or most of their trips on the rapid transit itself, how­
ever, the environmental consequences of this system should not be detri­
mental to Seoul. Direct 
connections are planned from the CBD to all of
 
the major developing areas Seoul,
near including those south of the Han
 
River and Yoido Island. Much 
 of the construction will take place after 1977. 
Rolling stock for the subway is being purchased in Japan; equipment
 
will essentially be off-the-shelf technology. 
While such relatively so­
phisticated features as automatic train operation and air conditioning
 
are planned, the basic technology 
 is simple and well-matched to the Korean
 
ability to 
operate and maintain it. A special division of the city govern­
ment has been established 
to plan, design, and construct the subway, and
 
it seems to be operating at a high level of efficiency. As in the case of 
the Seoul Expressways, virtually no new right-of-way acquisition is 
required
 
for the subway, since it is 
being built under existing city streets, using
 
primarily cut-and-cover methods of construction. 
This approach, of course,
 
requires that surface streets' be severely disrupted during construction, 
and central-area traffic congestion is thereby greatly increased. The de­
signers are, 
however, sensitive to this problem, and so only a few, short
 
segments of 
the tunnels are Under construction at a given time. 
 The size
 
of the construction area is thus minimized and, where possible, temporary 
beams and cover plates are used to maintain street capacity at the construc­
tion sites.
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Because of the use of existing street rights-of-way, of course, no 
problems associated with the relocation of homes and businesses are ex­
pected. Some care has 
 been taken to protect valued historical and cultu­
ral features of Seoul from damage from the subway. 
 Special. studies were 
made of potential vibration impacts on East Gate and South Gate, both of
 
which are in the route of the line under construc tion. As a result, some 
minor changes in alignment were implemented. No special consideration of 
subway noise problems seems to have been made. Traditional rock ballast,
 
wood ties, and standard-gauge steel rails will be used. 
 Polyethelene
 
track pads will be placed on the ties, but their contribution to noise
 
reduction is unclear. 
Tunnels will be smooth concrete, which will concen­
:rate train noise, particularly in the short-radius curves which are
 
pl.anned at se-vera.l points on the system.
 
As is typical of tl'2 technology, the Seoul subways will provide fast,
 
high-capaci ty service. 
Design speed of the system will be 110 kph, al­
though frequent station spacing will reduce average running speeds 
to
 
around 30 kph (11). This is probably on the order of 2-3 times 
faster
 
than street traffic. Trains will run on 2.5 minute headways during the
 
peak periods; 
10-car trains will have a maximum capacity of about 3500
 
persons, resulting in a single-track, one-direction capacity of ahout
 
84,000 persons per hour. 
 This is almost an order of magnitude greater than
 
current peak-period volumes in the central area. Of course, these figures
 
reflect ultimate design capacity, and in the near future costs can be re­
duced somewhat by offering less service. Ac first, six-car trains will
 
operate on 7--minute headways. Yet the growth potential exists in this
 
mode of travel. After 
the first line is opened in 1974, it is expected
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to carry about 560,000 persons per day, according to 
the demand estirates
 
prepared by KIST (12). This represents about 10 or 12% of the total CBD­
oriented trips in Seoul. This fraction is small because in that year only 
one line will have been completed; it should increase in the future, but 
may never exceed 20% of CBD trips. 
 This is because the subway will pro­
vide most of its 
service for longer trips, 
since station spacing will be
 
greater than surface bus-stop spacing. Representatives of KIST suggested
 
that the subway wi.1 only carry the increases in traffic demand during the
 
next few decades. 
 That is, street traffic congestion will stay constant, 
while subway volumes will go up.
 
It would be difficult, at best, 
to arrive at reliable estimates of
 
the long-term effect of 
the subway on travel patterns and traffic conges­
tion in Seoul. This depends on a number of 
factors, including the rela­
tive levels of fares, travel times, and passenger comfort which the subway
 
offers compared with competing modes in 
the rapid transit corridors. Since
 
those modes are primarily surface bus, taxi, and private auto, it is 
likely
 
that the subway will 
offer superior service for a considerable period of
 
time. As the new 
facility becomes congested, levels of service of compet­
ing modes 
can be expected to equilibrate, and market shares 
are likely to
 
be in proportion 
to system capacities. 
 Of course, even in its 
own corri­
dors, 
the subway will not effectively serve shorter trips 
because of its
 
station spacing, and the bus will carry most of these. 
 As the origin or
 
destination of a traveler gets further from a subway stop, making walking
 
access less attractive, the subway may be rejected in favor of the bus 
if
 
the latter provides more direct access.
 
In non-subway corridors, of course, 
the new system will not divert
 
much traffic. 
 Yet the subway network, as it is ultimately planned, pro­
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vides rather good coverage of the major corridors of development radiating 
from central Seoul. The subway will not effectively serve much of the de­
mand for circumferential movement, except by bringing trip makers into the 
central area and back otIt again. And there are significant high-density 
"wedges" around central Seoul through which the subway does not pass, and 
which will surely continue to rely on bus service. 
The decision to construct such an extLensive subway network, however, 
can only be viewed as a bold action, particularly considering the timing 
in the development cycles of Seoul and the Republic of Korea. Auto owner­
ship rates are still very low, and bus service seems relatively good. The 
population of Seoul does not seem to hold strongly negative perceptions 
of public transit -or at least they have no alteinative service. It is 
increasesevident that trends in che econcy! y and the society will lead to 
in auto availability, although these cannot be rapid. The introduction 
of high-speed transit at this time will surely have a detrimental effect 
on the financial statements of many private bus operators. But its most 
important, long-range contribution may be to divert the course of Seoul 
away from western-style auto orientation. This should have a beneficial 
effect on the quality of the urbap environment, including air pollution, 
aesthetics, noise, and traffic accidents. Had the decision to build rapid
 
transit been deferred for a decade, it might have been difficult or impos­
sible to make, and its effective competition with private transportation 
might not have been so great. It is clear from recent studies of travel
 
behavior that habit and experience are major influencing factors (13). 
High quality rapid transit may help develop these habits. 
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A more thorough economic analysis would probably show that, in terms 
of utilization of national resources for urban transportation, the subway 
is superior to an auto-oriented system. In addition, construction of the
 
subway now makes an important contribution towards increasing employment
 
iid an influence on the choice of constructionin Seoul, an issue which has 
technology. 
Finally, it must be pointed out that the subway is perhaps the most 
rigid of the available urban transport technologies, adapting rather poorly
 
to changes in land-use patterns and life styles. This should be obvious
 
tunnels, tracks, and stations are essentially
because of its fixed nature: 

to auto and bus facilities and routes.
immoveable, especially when compared 

Thus, the subway will tend to lock Seoul into its current pattern of spa­
tial development, with a strong, commercially-oriented downtown, and radial
 
residential corridors. It is evident from a simple comparison of popula­
tion density and subway maps that the system was designed to respond to 
current and expected development patterns. The subway planners worked 
closely with the Seoul City Planning Bureau in developing the network design. 
As stated earlier, what is not clear is the validity of the foundation of
 
the antecedent urban development plan. There may be significant social,
 
associated with reinforcement of this
environmental, and economic problems 

On the other hand, there are clear advantages
central focus of the city. 

in each of these dimensions as well, and in terms of transportation alone,
 
fewer resources would be needed to service a centrally focused, "classic"
 
form city than some more dispersed alternative pattern. Linkages between
 
in more detail.
transportation and urban development will be discussed later 
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Environmental Impacts of Transportation in Seoul
 
It is difficult to 
assess with accuracy the environmental impacts,
 
existing and potential, of urban transportation in Seoul. In part, this is 
because the state-of-the-art of transportation impact assessment is quite
 
limited. 
 It is also because there is so 
little concern for these potential
 
problems in Seoul. As a result, very little relevant data were found, arid 
'few professional, concerned with urban transportation had a serious interest 
in environmental impacts. 
 This is quite ieasonable, particularly viewed from
 
the perspective of recent U.S. 
experience. The current state of economic de­
velopment in Seoul, and the pressures of a rapidly increasing population, 
result in a system of priorities focusing on 
immediate necessities. 
 In the
 
transportation sector, 
this means immediate concern for providing essential
 
accessibility, sufficient capacity, and reasni.abie levels of service. 
 Limi­
tat:ions in available resources 
-especially 
skilled human resources 
-necessi-

Late planning under objectives based primarily on 
transportation service, and
 
m~ch less on environmental impacts.
 
It is easy to 
argue that increased 
concern for environmental impacts
 
.s long overdue. 
 Yet only in recent years has this 
concern developed in the
 
'nited States, where urban transportation systems have been highly developed
 
or many years. Therefore, one must evaluate the relative emphasis 
on envi­
onmeital planning and impacts in Seoul in the context of local needs and 
esources. 
 In this light, the people of Korea are 
making good p-)gress, for, 
s stated earlier, one cannot fairly evaluate environmental impacts of 
tech­
)logical systems unless 
one has good information on 
the needs for, and
 
2nefits of, 
those systems.
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Perspectives on some of the 
primary environmental impacts of urban
 
transportation in Seoul 
are presented below.
 
Air Quality: 
The city of Seoul consists of very densely developed dis­
tricts in valleys surrounded by, and interspersed with. mountains. Thus,
 
pollution loads in the atmosphere tend to collect over the city. As 
is
 
typical of Korea -Chosun, the 
land of the morning calm -prevailing winds
 
do not contribute much to the dispersion of pollutants. The high density 
of development aggravates the problem of pollutin due to space heating.
 
Furthermore, both density patterns and 
the focus of trips on the central
 
business district tend to increase localized pollutant concentrations in
 
the center of the city. The circuity of the road network increases trip
 
lengths, and thus increases pollution emissions from motor vehicles. In 
addition, downtown strcct congestion makes this problem worse, for vehi­
cles spend more 
time making given trips, stand idling in one place for
 
long time periods, and move at low travel speeds.
 
On the other hand, since 80% of the trips are by buses, many of which
 
are diesel powered, total pollutant load is much less 
than would be expected
 
in an automobile-oriented city of equivalent size. Fulrthermore, 
because so
 
few people commute into and out of the 
central business district by pri­
vate car, the evening peak period "cold 
start" problem is eliminated.
 
That is, during the cold start and warmup period, gasoline-powered internal 
combusion engines make 
their most noxious contributions to air pollution;
 
but auto availability and travel patterns 
in Seoul make this phenomenon
 
unimportant at the present time.
 
No specific data on ambient air quality in Seoul were gathered for
 
this study. In part, this is because 
the city of Seoul was just beginning
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More
this investigation"basis duringon a regularair qualItyto monitor 
as available 
no valid informationit was clear thathoweCver,importualtly, 
to air pollution. Thus, since 
it 
motor vehicle contributiOltheregarding 

of the responsibility
was impossible to attribute any specific fraction 

for 
 air polution to vehicul-ar traffic, the search for more spccific data 
was abandoned. stafi members at the Ministry of Transport judged that
 
but they

was due to vehu emisi ons 
,the polLioO loadabout 307' of 
0o 	 the nature of these emissions. It is most likelyhad opinOfn rgardig 
in Seoul isj_1tedwnonpollutantsof atmosphericthat overwhlel1;1"1 

how­
the ta h,proportion 
in the downtown,levelAt streetcoal.anthracite 
space heating,with 

serious.
is surely moreof vehicles 	 consideredthe impact public policy options are being exercised or ever, A variety of 
of Transport.The Ministryfuture vehicular Pollution. which will influece 
jar exanple, opertes a vehicle-insp 	 program, trughut Korea.Te 
in Seoul under this progrinspectiOn stations are privately operated 
While the primary concern of the inspection is safety (visual system 
inspec­
and speedometer
axle loading check, brake test, tion, headlight test, The latter are limited to
pollution emissions are also analysed. 
analysis of the volume percentage of 
carbon monoxide and particulate emiS­
gas chromatograp a a test is performed using a small sions. The CO 
are verified using aParticulates 
probe inserted in the exhaust pipe. 	 on
inspected 

Velicles assembled in 
Korea are 

printed Ringlemanlineschart.at time registration) since vehicles 
may be
the assemHy and the of 
stored for several months prior to sale. Subsequently, vehicles are ill-
The standard for CO emissions is no more than 5.5% spected semi-annally" 

by volume for a used car; particulate production is limited to a level of 2
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on the Ringleman chart. 
 Vehicles not meeting these standards must be re­
paired before their registration is extended. 
 It is relevant to point out
 
that U.S. pollution emission standards were 
recently changed to be specified
 
in terms 
of grams per mile of travel over a representative driving cycle,
 
an approach which provides a bettei indication of the pollution contribu­
tion of vehicles moving around an urban area. Thus, the real value of the
 
current Korean standard, which is based 
on vehicle performance with the
 
engine idling, is limited and difficult to relate 
to current U.S. standards.
 
The quality and extent of this inspection program is quite impressive,
 
considering the many competing uses 
for resources in Korea. In a sense 
it 
is an enigma, for while vehicles are inspected twice each year, no data . ,", 
base seems to exist on ambient air quality. Thus, it would be difficult
 
to judge the impact of this program on air Dollution. Yet the fact that
 
an inspection program exists is most encouraging, for its potential role in 
the control of ambient air quality is very great.
 
Both the national government and the Seoul city government expressed
 
active interest in emission control devices. 
 These include fuel mixture
 
controls, ignition spark controls, mechanical particulate extractors, and
 
rechargeable exhaust gas converters. 
 Devices have been submitted for evalu­
ation by Japanese and Korean developers, who are financing studies performed
 
by KIST. The results of these studies may lead 
to legal requirements for
 
control devices on vehicles, although the chain of command in this deci­
sion-making process is not clear. 
The focus of these tests seems to be
 
upon carbon monoxide and particulate emissions. 
 No special concern was
 
evidenced,for emissions of NOx, hydrocarbons, or free lead (Korean gasoline
 
includes a lead additive) in the Ministry of Transport. It was suggested
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that the Ministry of Health and Social Affairs was responsible for prob­
lems with lead; in any case, M.O.T. had no ability to measure lead, and 
so could not reasonably be concerned with it. 
It should be noted that the
United States has set no emission standards on lead or particulates, in part because of the difficulty of measuring their concentration. 
The concern of the City of Seoul for improving street traffic opera­
-tions 
-reducing congestion 
-is likely to have a favorable impact on vehi­
cular pollution. 
The special 
traffic analysis 
team formed by the city

government is responsible for operational improvements and expressway sys­tem planning, with the former area having first priority. Improvement oftraffic signal phasing, rationalization of traffic flow patterns, and the
introduction of through-lane over- and under-passes all will contribute to
smoother traffic flows and lower emission volumes. Vehicular pollution,
however, is not the motivation for these efforts, and serious consideration
 
has not been given to the cost-effectiveness 
of this program in terms of 
pollution reduction.
 
The fragmented system of elevated expressways also reduces vehicular
 
pqllution by smoothing traffic flow and separating longer from shorter
 
trips. 
 Because an integrated expressway system does not yet exist, these
facilities do 
not yet carry a significant proportion of traffic flows, and
 
so their impact on air quality is necessarily small at the present time. 
When the Seoul traffic analysis 
team is able 
to develop and implement an
 
expressway system plan, improvement in the quality of traffic flows willbecome more meaningful. At the same 
time, of course, 
a more extensive ex­pressway system will tend to facilitate vehicular flows in and out of
central area of the city. 
the 
If experiences in other cities 
are indicative
 
of potential impacts in Seoul, the net result may be an attraction of more 
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trips to the downtown, and an increase in air pollution emissions. These
 
relationships are quite complex, and considerable 
 study would be necessary 
to anticipate the ultimate effect on ambient air quality. Such studies 
do not seem to be contemplated at this time. It must he recognized that
 
opportunities exist for trading-off emphcasis on the central business dis­
trict of Seoul through traffic flow and accessibility improvements, with 
its apparent economic, cultural, and social benefits to this developing 
city, and concern for air quality, with its apparent health and cnvironmen­
tal benefits. At the present time, the City of Seoul is clearly orienting 
its efforts towards the former objective. What is not clear is the degree 
to which this choice is being made consciously.
 
The development of the subway system is also a public policy action
 
which could have a favorable effect on air quality, although the magnitude 
of this effect over time has not been coiisideied in detail. Again, the 
purpose of the subway program is the provision of accessibility, not the 
preservation of environment.
 
Institutional structures which would permit an integrated approach
 
'to both transpo- tation and air pollution problems have not yet evolved in 
Seoul. A number of interacting factors contribute to this situation, and
 
must be dealt with to change it. As discussed earlier, resource allocation 
priorities now focus on the needs for transportation, and not its impacts. 
Furthermore, Korea is not now' well endowed with the human resources neces­
sary to mount a strong attack on vehicular air pollution. This investiga­
tion focused on the transportation sector, and not on environmentally­
trained manpower. Yet the absence of environmentally-aware professionals 
in the transportation field itself will serve as an impedance to the develop­
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ment of programs to control vehicular emissions, for without such indivi­
duals directly involved in transport planning, pollution control will neces­
sarily be an ad hoc -and potentially ineffective -process. This problem 
is compounded by the lack of a cadre of strong professionals in the trans­
portation planning field itself. The result of these manpower limitations, 
in the context of growing transportation needs, could very well be a strong 
emphasis on the acquisition of only transportaLion skills, without the asso­
ciated, and necessary, impact-oriented personnel. 
Because of the variety of direct and more subtle linkages which exist
 
between transportation, urban development, and air quality, effective en­
vironmental control in this dimension may require the development of an 
integrated government policy on air quality, with clear lines of responsi­
bility for the impiuientation of such a policy. The fragmentation of 
transport-environment responsibilities in both the national and Seoul city 
governments will make it difficult to plan transportation to meet environ­
mental goals as well a-s travel needs. Opportunities must be built into the 
planning and design cycles for enlightened intervention to protect the fu­
ture quality of the environment in Seoul. This may require administrative 
changes as well as trained manpower. Finally, effective intervention on
 
behalf of the environment will require a measurement and monitoring capa­
bility to provide a data base on air quality for comparative purposes.
 
The focus of measurement and monitoring programs should include the broad­
est possible set of environmental contaminants.
 
Noise Levels: Noise from street traffic in Seoul is the environmental
 
impact of transportation most ovbious to the visitor. At the low travel
 
speeds associated with urban traffic, the major source of noise from auto­
mobiles, buses, and trucks, is the engine and drive-train system. In Seoul,
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however, these noise emissions are usually out-shouted by the sound of 
auto horns. As described previously, the horn is the major weapon used 
by drivers in Seoul -and it is used constantly and indiscriminately. 
The auto horn is often used in response to the heavy congestion in the 
central area; yet there is reason to believe that this particular kind of 
street noise can better be understood in social and cultural terms. 
The motor vehicle is still new to Korea. Apparently the major growth 
in the number of vehicles iI the country has occurred since the Korean War. 
Most Koreans are unfamiliar with the workings, operation, and dangers of 
motor vehicles; this is exemplified by the nature of driver training pro­
grams described previously. Furthermore, the very high cost of automobiles, 
and the rarity of driver's licenses, make the licensed driver or vehicle 
owner rather ,nLIque in status. Among the results of these factors is the 
tendency to assume! the supremacy of the motor vehicle over pedestrians, 
bicycles, and animal-drawn vehicles. Drivers do not seem to be willing 
to yield the right-of-way to non-motorized traffic, and they seem to be 
almost equally impatient with their fellow drivers. The horn and the 
accelerator are the major offensive tools in the traffic battle; the brake
 
is used much less frequently. In addition, non-drivers do not seem to 
have an appropriate level of fear of collisions with motor vehicles.
 
Pedestrians rarely look for traffic when they. enter a roadway. Newspapers
 
carry many reports of pedestrian accidents, and U.S. military personnel
 
are constantly warned of the pedestrian hazards in Korea. The most signi­
ficant result of these factors, of course, is the dangerously high" accident
 
rates, which will be discussed in the next section of this report. Some­
what less threatening, but more obvious, is the resulting ambient n6ise 
level in the streets.
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Noise from traffic on elevated expressways may also be troublesome in
 
the future, but relatively low traffic volumes on expressway fragments li­
mits the severity of this problem at the present time. 
As in the case of air pollution, no data base on ambient traffic noise 
levels in Seoul was discovered, and in fact, 
no particular concern for this
 
potential problem was voiced by the officials contacted. It would seem
 
reasonable to link noise measurement to the new air pollution monitoring 
program in Seoul; yet, as in the case of air pollu tion, convenient and
 
effective measurement devices 
 for noise monitoring have only recently be­
come available. Furthermore, concern for noise levels does 
not have high
 
priority in Seoul, and in part, this may be due to the tendency to inter­
pret high noise levels as a sign of technological and economic progress.
 
It is important, however, that early consideration be given to the poten­
tial health hazards of high ambient noise.levels, including physiological
 
(hearing loss) and psychological (speech and sleep interference) effects.
 
The national government's vehicle inspection program does specifically
 
include noise level 
tests, not for engine and exhaust noise, as in the
 
U.S., 
but for horn noise. For example, auto horns can produce no more than 
115 phons measured one meter above the pavement at a dist.nce of 4-5 mefters 
from the vehicle. The relevance of this inspection standard is weakened
 
by the fact that there is essentially no control of horn usage on the 
streets. It is said that there are ordinances prohibiting profligate use 
of the horn, but these are unenforced, and probably unenforceable.
 
As mentioned previously, concern 
for noise levels in the new subway
 
is not great; experience in U.S. Cities suggests that subway noise can be 
an offensive, painful, and hazardous characteristic of this transport 
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early concern is merited, for efforts to "fix" atechnology. Here again, 
to be cost effective. system which has already been built have not been found 

impacts of transportation -like the air qualityControlling the noise 
a reliable data base, onlbothnoise levels and their ef­impacts -requires 
transport sector and outside offects, professional expertise within the 
it, and appropriate priorities for resource allocation in planning, design,
 
In Seoul, there may also be significant gains to beand law enforcement. 
both to warn of the hazards ofmade through educational programs designed 
process of technological acculturation whichnoise, and to accelerate the 
might decrease the supremacy of, and increase respect, for, the motor vehi.­
requires the introduction of appro­cle. Finally, control of noise impacts 
in the public systems decision-makingpriate intervention opportunities 
process.
 
Safety: Traffic acciduts can be viewed as environmentalTransportation 
impacts of transportation because, like air pollution, they threaten life,
 
as a natural concomitant of
limb, and property, and because they arise 
provide for thethe technology and operating policies which are used to 

traffic accidents are relatively
Statistics on
movement of people and goods. 

the data available on noise and air pollution. Yet the
good compared to 

is often

validity of accident statistics even in more developed countries 

in reporting (e.g., problems in fixingquestionable due to inaccuracies 
causes of accidents), and to problems of insuring
locations, types, and 

reported
full coverage of all accidents. Furthermore, where statistics are 

as ratcs per unit of exposure (e.g., per 100 million vehicle miles), the 
accuracy of the rate itself is controlled by the accuracy of estimation
 
of the total exposure. Recognizing these characteristic prob]ems, accident
 
can only be given a general interpretation.
statistics from Korea 
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As shown in the accompanying table, there are about 10 accidents per
 
million vehicle miles of travel in the city of Seoul; for comparison, this
 
rate is only 3.5 on the limited-access inter-city toll roads; there 
are
 
about 9 injuries per million vehicle miles in Seoul, and 9.34 deaths (14). 
Both the injury and death rates are excessively high compared to more highly 
developed countries: the urban area death rate has been estimated to fall 
.. in the range of 4 to 12 times that: of the United States. There were about 
600 traffic accident deaths in Seoul in 1971, or about 0.109 per thousand
 
residents (15). The U.S. national per capita rate 
 is about 0.25 per thou­
sand, yet because of the large number of vehicles on the roads, the rate 
per unit of exposure in the U.S. is much lower than in Seoul. It is esti­
mated that as many as 98% of the deaths in Seoul arise from vehicular­
pedestrian accident. Statistics reported in the Journal of the Korean 
Medical Association show that, in 1967, accidents of all types were the 
primary cause of reported deaths (16). What fraction of total accidents 
is composed of motor vehicle accidents is unknown, but it is likely to 
be quite high.
 
Among tha causes of the apparently high risk of motor vehicle injury
 
and death in Korea is the very congested nature of downtown streets, which
 
increases conflicts between vehicles, and between vehicles and pedestrians. 
Even with the extensive system of pedestrian over- and under-passes in 
Seoul, there are many places in the city where the pedestrian must compete 
for the right of way with automobiles. These conflict situation, coupled
 
with the attitude of auto supremacy on the part of the driver, and the
 
lack of technological acculturation on the part of the pedestrian, create
 
a very high risk environment on the city streets. 
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Traffic Accident Statistics - Seoul and Connecting Roadways 
(1971 data 	 as published or described by public 
in Mairch, 1972; some figures estimatedofficials 
based on other available data) 
Intercity ,
 
Seoul City Tollroads U.S.A.
 
Accidents per 106
 
10.0 3.5; 15.0 (National)
vehicle-miles 

Injuries per 106
 
8.55 2.7t 2.0 (National)
vehicle-miles 

Deaths per 106
 
0.34 0.25 0.02-0.06 (Urban
vehicle-miles 

areas)
 
Total accidents 16,800 1,345
 
.Total injuries 14,300 1,037
 
.
Total deaths 	 600 97
 
U.S. Data for 1963-65, from various published sources
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To understand the apparent willingness of the residents of Seoul
accept this situation, to
 one must consider the relative value placed 
on a
human life in that city. 
 Such a detailed investiation 
is beyond 
the
scope of this report, but there are some obvious signs 
of the differences
 
between Korean and western values:
 
-on major construction projecL', hard hats and
ment 
is rare; heavy equipent and other safety equip­laborers work side by side,
with little or no

warning safety supervision;the workers onabout protection the other hand, signsof the materials and equip­ment are common;
 
-it is said that only 47%
physicia.ns who might be able 

of the deaths in Seoul are teported by
to give a reasonable estimate of
the cause;
 
-as 
stated, drivers have little regard for pedestrians, and like­wise, pedestrians 
pay little heed 
to drivers;

-Korean parents interviewed did not feel thattaught children to avoid accidents and 
the primary schools 
Pedestrian accidents 
to be careful in traffic.
 
were reported in official documents to account for
only 18%of all accidents in Seoul; yet some 
Officials felt 
that this
 
figure was excessively low.
 
Generally, the public 
concern for traffic safety does not
portionately high considering the accident rates. 

seem pro-

Furthermore, 
while the
accident data base is good compared 
to alrailable data 
on other transporta_
tion impacts, published accident statistics, including 
causes determined
by thorough investigation, 
location, time of day, type of aceident, and
extent of injuries 
are either not available 
or not reliable. 
 The primary
source of accident data is police records which, we have found in other
countries, 
are not necessarily reliable. 
 For example, many accidents
not be investigated by may
the police. Furthermore, the policeman has many
other responsibilities, 

preventing him from performing 
a comprehensive
 
investigation. In Seoul, as 
in the U.S., policemen are often motivated
 
to rapidly assign the blame and 
iss-e a traffic citation, which can 
lead
 
to biases in reporting. As is the case for other impacts associated with
 
transportation, a valid and continuing data base is 
necessary for the
 
identification of problems, the design of solutions, and the evaluation 
of their effectiveness. 
A number of existing and potential public policies can contribute to 
improved traffic safety in Seoul. 
 For example, 
the strategy of pedestrian­
vehicular separation through the use of under- and over-passes, and side­
walk delimitation with chains and guard rails, surely have great positive 
impacts on pedestrian safety. Again, a comprehensive data base would be 
helpful 
for evaluating these facilities and for justifying additional
 
measures of this type.
 
The normally extensive driver training courses also might contribute
 
traffic safety, although the safety contents
to of these courses was not
 
determined in this study. 
Observed driver behavior, however, suggests
 
that traffic safety may deserve more emphasis in driver education. Pedes­
trian education could also be beneficial, and should be an important inte­
gral part of primary school programs. 
 In general, a major improvement in
 
traffic safety in Seoul could probably be ach.eved through an overall edu­
cational effort designed to acquaint the residents with the dangers of 
vehicular-pedestrian collisions. 
The vehicle inspection program is primarily oriented towards the pre­
vention of accidents due to mechanical 
failures. Its effectiveness cannot 
be evaluated, however, without valid time-series statistics on accidents 
and their true causes. Also, law enforcement can and should play an import­
ant 
role in traffic safety in Seoul.. Improvement of regulations regarding
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speeds, the yielding of rights-of-way, observance of traffic s~gns and
 
signals, etc., along with strict enforcement, could add an element of
 
order and safety to Seoul which might reduce injuries and deaths.
 
Traffic operations improvements are also needed for reasons of safety
 
as well as for improving levels of service to drivers; while such improve­
ments are being planned by the city government, the primary motivation is
 
user service, and not accident reduction. For example, there are few
 
warning and regulatory traffic signs on major streets, and those which
 
exist are not easily visible because of their location and competition
 
with advertising signs. At some very wide intersections, drivers must
 
obey a traffic signal which can be as much as 200 yards from the point at
 
which he is to stop his vehicle. The familiar driver knows where to look
 
for these control devices, and often can stop in time. Frequently, vehi­
cles at such intersections continue to proceed for many seconds after the
 
signals have changed, resulting in potential'ly dangerous conflicts.
 
Full development of an integrated expressway system will also contri­
bute favorably to traffic safety, for it will further separate vehicles
 
from pedestrians, and it will also separate long and short trips, reducing
 
average traffic densities and allowing drivers to travel safely at speeds
 
appropriate for their trip lengths.
 
The prospects for necessary institutional evolution to support com­
prehensive traffic safety programs are good. Some data exists at the
 
present Lime, several government agencies now have partial, fragmented
 
responsibility for safety, and safety is a natural area of development
 
within the transportation planning and design hierarchy.
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Aesthetics: The visual characteristics of transportation facilities
 
and systems in Seoul do not represent a priority area of concern 
today.
 
This is reasonable, given the current state of development 
of the city and
 
for resources which might otherwise go into aesthetic
 the competing uses 

concern for aesthetics
 
planning, design, and construction. Some additional 

now, however, may be appropriate for the planning of larger-scale 
and long­
have found in the United States, when priorities
As we
lived-facilities. 

less tangible needs in future years, it may be difficult,
 can be shifted to 

improve the aesthetic characteristics of pro­or at least very costly, to 

Among the factors to be considered
the elevated expressways.
jects such as 

in the context of their micro-environments,
 are the scale of such facilities 

and man-madeof structures with surrounding naturaldesign integration 
beneath structures whichand the careful treatment of spaceslandscapes, 
used by pedestrians. Consideration of facility aesthetics,
 are viewed and 

need not be handled on an "all-or­as for all other environmental impacts, 

that an economi­
nothing" basis; compromises and trade-offs can be made so 
cally and environmentally balanced design will result. 
Relocation of Families, Businesses, and Institutions: While 
right-of 
way acquisition for new transportation facilities in most 
cities often
 
results in major displacements of people and businesses, this does not
 
Planners have taken advantage of natural
 seem to be a problem in Seoul. 

some very wide arterial streets, over which elevated
 corridors formed by 

A standard facility location policy
 expressway segments have been built. 

to take new land,
is to use such locational opportunities rather than 

Likewise,

particularly because of the current housing shortage in Seoul. 

the new subway requires virtually no additional property 
acquisition with­
in the 10-kilometer ring.
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Hopefully, the current avoidance of this kind of transportation dis­
ruption can be maintained in the future. Yet continued institutional 
awareness will be necessary, for, 
as a complete expressway system is de­
veloped, it is likely that preferred routings will not always involve
 
these joint uses of rights-of-way within natural corridors. In many parts
 
of Seoul which may benefit from expressway service, local topography so
 
constrains the amount of developable land available that existing build­
ings and their occupants may be threatened. 
 In such areas, however, where
 
solid rock exists at or below the surface, tunneled facilities may be a
 
realistic alternative long labor
as as costs continue to remain relatively
 
low. 
In general, because of the restrictions in available land 
resources,
 
future opportunities for joint development of transportation facilities
 
along with residential, commercial, and industrial activities on shared
 
rights-of-way should be thoroughly 
 considered. In areas of the city be­
yond the lO-kilometer ring, policies of advanced acquisition of rights-of­
way should be evaluated both to 
preserve needed land for highways and 
to
 
control potential future environmental impacts.
 
The Koreans have considerable respect for buildings and gates which
 
represent significant aspects of their cultural heritage. 
As mentioned,
 
special consideration was given to 
the potential impacts of the new sub­
way on the old gates to the city of Seoul. It will be important to main­
tain this sensitivity in the future so that such historical features can 
be protected, not only for the residents of Seoul, but also as 
attractions
 
for tourists.
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Micro-Accessibilitv Characteristics of Transportation Facilities: 
The accessibility characteristics of the transportation system in Seoul 
must be evaluated at the neighborhood scale as well as at the regional 
level. For example, the current superblock pattern allows residents of 
interior spaces easy access to the strip commercial services offered on 
the arterial streets, reducing transportation costs and shortening trip 
lengths. At the same time, interior access for emergency services -fire, 
police, and medical care -in the superbiocks presents some difficult prob­
lems. This is true not only in the residential districts, but also in 
the downtown'area. One result of this is the use of relatively small 
fire trucks designed to negotiate the smaller streets. It is likely, how­
ever, that emergency response times are signifizantly lengthened because
 
of these land-use and street patterns. Because of its other advantages,
 
it does not seem wise to abandon the superblock pattern for these reasons.
 
Instead, as a part of new development or rehabilitation programs, compro­
mise solutions should be sought out; these might entail the use of sonic 
wider, emergency access and fire-break routes through the interior of 
superblocks. 
In sonic places around Seoul, transportation facilities have been built 
which serve as local barriers to pedestrian access. For example, along
 
the north bank of the Han River, southwest and south of the central area,
 
the Third and Fourth Riverside Highways provide good access to and from
 
the downtown and the southwest radial corridors. Yet these roadways pro­
vide almost no pedestrian access to the river itself, for they are located
 
on the north edge of the river bed, their rights-of-way are generally 
fenced, and the river banks are protected by steep rock rip-rap. At other
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places around Seoul, and in new ofthe city Kwang Ju, residents were ob­
served using rivers and streams for a variety of purposes, including wash­
bg and recreation. 
At best, isolation of residents 
from the Han is 
a
 
safety hazard, for pedestrians seemed 
to find ways 
to cross the fences
 
and the highways 
to go to and from the river. 
 At worst, these barriers
 
impose unnecessary behavioral restrictions on 
the local residents. 
Given
 
the 
ingenuity with which planners have provided for pedestrian access
 
across downtown arterial streets and 
intercity toll roads, 
it should not
 
be difficult to maintain easy access 
to such physical features as 
the Han
 
and other rivers, through the introduction of minor design modifications. 
Environmental Considerations in Transportation Planning: The negative
 
environmental 
impacts associated with transportation system development in
 
Seoul at this 
time are not perceived as critical issues. 
 It is a charac­
teristic of most public systems technologies, of course, that 
a variety
 
of such negative consequences 
are normally produced as 
the system is devel­
oped and operated. The degree to which 
these 
 negatives are considered in
 
system planning and decision-making depends not only on the severity of
 
expected impacts, but also on 
local priorities. 
As discussed previously,
 
given the current state of development in the Republic of Korea and 
the
 
city of Seoul, 
it is reasonable to expect relatively low priorities 
to be
 
assigned to environmental 
issues in current decision-making processes.
 
This, indeed,' seems 
to be the case, as 
indicated by agency structures and
 
responsibilities, data bases and monitoring programs, and available, skilled
 
manpower located in strategic positions.
 
Yet, the rate of population and economic growth of Seoul, and the
 
current 
trends in technological development, suggest that this metrobolitan
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Transportation and Urban Development 
A very special linkage between a transportation system and its urban 
environment is the effect which that system has on urban spatial develop­
ment. The structure of transportation networks, and tile levels of service 
offered, can encourage certain urban forms and discourage others. The sys­
tem can make certain economic or social activities viable at some locations 
and infeasible at others. It is the spatial pattern of activities -land 
uses -along with the price of travel, which determines the demand for 
transportation. Thus transportation itself can be used as a mechanism to 
control urban spatial development; and for these reasons, transportation 
planning itself should necessarily take place within a land-use planning 
framework, so that these relationships can be effectively and directly
 
considered. Since patterns of urban development themselves may have sig­
nificant environmental effects, there exists this larger, rnacros copic re­
lationship between transportation and environment. 
While the basic spatial framework of the city of Seoul focuses on 
the strong central business district, decentralization of land uses has
 
been attempted. During the late 1960's, when the city of Kwang Ju was 
developed, at the time under the sponsorship of the Seoul government, con­
sideration was given to a policy of decentralization through the develop­
ment of a series of satellite new towns. Kwang Ju is linked indirectly 
to Seoul via the Seoul-Pusan TollRoad, but there are several miles of 
poor roads between the new town and the toll road. An older highway con­
nection to Seoul is partially unpaved, and some sections of it are only 
one lane.wide. Perhaps the underlying development strategy involved for­
cing Kwang Ju to become economically self-sufficient by making commutation 
to and from Seoul more difficult. Currently, bus service exists betweenkP .!ug, 
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Ura rnsotto Planntdng Shrategiel in, Wou], 
To undersiand the currnt nd potentiil envirohmental ll of ur­
ban transportation in Seotil, i.t is important to understand tho processes 
a) i techniques of urban transportati'on planning. It is the planning pro­
cess which should control the evolution of the city's transportation sys­
" ' tern, the degree to which it meets the needs of t:he population, and the 
nature of its various impacts. Furthermore, if a broad sutV of environmen­
tal impacts is to be considered in the development of the tiansportation 
system,'-it is logical to expect that at least part of the responsibility . . 
for this consideration should be buil t into the transportation pl.anning 
process. Finally, in many cases it will be necessary to trade off poten-" 
Lial environmental impacts against the gains associated with meeting ta- V 
vol demands. The ability of decision makers to effectively consider such 
trade-offs is. directly related to the quality' of infoulmation with which ' 
they are provided -Anfora.,-n describing b'oth travel demands and environ­
mental effects. 
Responsibility for transportation planning in the Seoul area seems to 
be ratherr fragmented. The BWeau of Tourism and Transportation has respon­
sibiliity for regulating roiting and scheduling of buses in Seoul, including 
both private and municipal. services. Thisbureau also sponsored the 1969 
U origi.-..estinati.on,-g survey pelforne by KIST; it,n­ also is +concerned with 
Cvaluating cmissibn-control devices'. The Bureau o City Planning developed 
and updates the plan; it, in turn, is served indirectly by the, traff 1. 
a staff idrtalysiteam,group reporting directly to he Scond Vice-Mayor. 
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tira Pl larn. Its 
 like].y tat tnhis seemsLveso... whiCh may hOc;a to qudee *' *with the ChasbPn­sucn large.. otas. Furer­
ofn 
-Q etonl
.h Yr  t-rained pnin h akil ndd traor urbanlatrangportation 
raiLjcally p-n1C~e.C in a NUOINti. ut., jnqrn~ Wh'~cni. 
iThv Ministry.' of (i~mstrur t fK the natm" go,&ci iiia iiusL rpro 
tIo i.(ocaion o(fl ni!112 or r i j, en~ ca do t hiAi 12r torn) i u~ thec jity of 
Sueca . 1 : ';i r s i on- wY oThuic' I ha Yp ,1an iq JP :Iurpnv 
is not: ca, but: it is -K to Wdi1Pri:.i::ai a IcVWW'NUfii j. WO 
pl a& WnC:: j rondwhy s; aresapuni i for ui fl 0L ri~i:I) (ijJ io of LollI 
nana a .Povo pays all ni: Ia thu i it>ni.'' ~~ .. , as wel 1ati 
co,,: La, of cci:c i ny fwc I i.: xL i W n Fp i1 " ~ i o i Wi::. Beuyond onc: 
girc ;mn [ cal \s 
~ ~ ~ tncss ~ ~UPV.-l.ol.54,~ ~ ' rannuqhijonoovi, ~ ~ ~ lLucin ~ L 
Ismiick ~y rdua it:s nil it." K: pr~w rqprhn;v.'f plnnn ain a1[il 
nnd S lihi :;s .i'.c Vj: evalution. I'; wooai i ciin, rvq'r::: i for Lasts 
wlij ci are m .a riy Iirimi- vi l I.cl :e sin irud 11 ln''vcici:; Pi .> Cacii lines:d 
of nu t.iiority nicn .d etio seean toabe pi ily NNWj 1. As aresulit, 
critical issues e~i bcwu'ieri cracks. is felciarlyigh asily' fal.l L& Th~is part 
true i~n thei cc-i of oni''Irol~notal ipyautI sunnitivi ty competing, macba Ily­
or ien ted ori ja r 1.5 ci Iono1ly - as i nst ittions ;y 1not th;livici ii rucogniz n'C d 
to CCon idn the100liO ti Vu ;jiaCK oIf 1 iroipa';. projocts , hi;: IV Loo cco;it 
up in tlal'ccour: Lo. WilId nC-',fellI tc-. Sinfl- con t eniiroicita 
flwal1onpns- dons not seemn to exist it) any of ti: trattspwrt-ruatcd agences. 
A soluon LocmIthis pruhYtm;.i ; bL: t crc'ation c'f einv ironmiental wa tch-K an 
d'Za'onry; yel th~is cainiit he ef fective unles ani Wc rpm analyis1capLV­
b iitY It in to LnnrAport 1-; Tis is LliKOHL anivs hu~noNi' becansc 

fund'ame-ntal i ssues will hoL ini the area of Lho tLraco-oifs but: n p~oV idnF 
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transport s ices -nd .du-cl.ng negativ Si;pac 3,. Both sides Of tLhese de­
C:Lsios 1....1ogicll b..consid:red hi same. conrtext and at: the ... d ,1y the 

::Saom level of arlyi.s , ".
 
1 IC (2,0 0 1 	 0,', , 
A priimt.ry ex,,mple of the effect: on agency stru'1cture17 Of lac.1, Of epa 
sis on ].og-.teri cnvironmental impacts by the of s tudies ofhe "Ibsence 
th imr,pact on the spatial development of urblanstructure in Se)oul brought: 
about iby the tr:nsportLi sys tem. 'The sys tenl iitself, at leas t in the 
highway sect-or ,has ant been thoroughly planned; yet, small components of 
it ar;e being builtas , 1ui' C- ht-., optratiunal problems. The 
CiLy 1 ning .teau to peorform this. kind o f long-rang cabi].Lty of 	 the 
is limi td. 'A: a result, it is possible that environmentallyS
evaluati 	o. 
4 , 	 and socially dctrimcnt:al decisions are being taken on a daily basis, the 
consequences of m;,',iy unanticipated, and may also be difficultwhich remaiin 
or impossible: to r'versC in thIe future. 
Tihe trnffi.c analysis L:eam, as stated, is a center of excellence in 
this whoe process. Yet its members do not yet have the skills to consi­
der long-range, envirulumntal effects; fUrthermore, the pressures they 
experience I-)s'olve short-term piroblems, with extremely limited resources, 
will. restrict .Ieability of this group to grow to meet the challenges of 
the future. The ad 11oC natue Of this groip -the fact hat its real 
streugth is inl its par-time consultants -is anctherfactor which cannot 
bd viewed posit ively. 1i1Mic the opportuhity to participateu in t:his task 
is 'of c ar value.. tothoe participants from SNI'and KIST, especially fro 
in echdctional point of view '-hey are' being4 exposed ~to practical. problems 
- teaprn 	 p'4i'T-, 	 a4 
Which -'K6 futuro Lea.ching,b	 por~4 ' Will benlefit their rese. h and e' i  -teaprn 
'turuities t o use the problems of Seoul as a mechanism for -more d-j ec n 
Q 	 1 444''mi't' vu, t--lto. inhOe future manpower pool in Korea are be ing lostV.' Foi: examp j.4 
4 
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if thjw ad hoc liature of this grou cms- scln it r e as,e 1)h~l-Q -SJ U 
go.- . ,,:[yt the aid th'fncUC ofil' g "lty;' ment:,.should ,r1 o1. ; ly consider 
es for .mor'e diroctly "strengthreninlg the prog'rams. at. SNU and :KIST. 
.Re4ouces(are not flowing directly t-o tese institutions, but to their 
!individuarepresenta tiVes "instead. TJhe benefits to students and to other 
research contractors are indi rect at best. The university, in [,articu].,, 
does not haegve the resourcos to effect.ively carry this new knowledge to 
r e i d undergraduate programs. VIe reSult may be viewed as short­
.1 term consuption of scarce human resources wI thout efforts to replace them, 
Perhaps the most apparently weak link in the overall planning process / 
is a " the level of macroscopic pol icy evaluation, and -. , ' The currC.it 
fragmentation in organizational stLricture seems to lcave out the clear 
responsibility for o,,erall systems integration: planning an i"tegrated, 
multimodal transportation sy, temr for the. Seoul reg on, and fit-ing that 
transportation system into the design of the urban spatial sys tem, inclu-
-1 
ding consideration of long term social , economic, and environmental, impacts. 
One.:role this. policy evaluation capability could and should play is the 
careful analysis of major developmental alternatives for Seoul: satellite 
cities plans, sub-civic center plans, Cb3DJ-focus plans, dispersed develop­
ment plans, etc. Each of these more general options should be evaluated 
in terms of the associated programmatic responses necessary to make them 
vork (transportLatLion, water supply, Waste water treatmentL, education, indUS 
trial development etc.), and in terms of, the spectrum of Costs' anid belle­
fits which result, in turn, f romthese Supportive programs. , -
Within the context of this policy evaluation process, some emphasis 
might be placed, upon technological assessmen. The Rlc Of Korea is 
'";' L' it : ," , - ;: : ' f ' 
 : L j ' / : ,(
 
top Ad l\' ocqtiri11 , yu.oiV~:~tutchloJqu.P which aref ncw\. Lo The- coJiat ry. 
Theinceae av~Y~1~~a'j 2Jfljt'v of thei autumnW]~, ard Wh facIiiti; whiiclh aJi 
P.)liCn'n 6cn :po .1.1. POCIC DUO CaW a].Oto i,; Only UnC 0=P10.o noVQ1ev
 
Go1;.: ni of So ouN.,h i ] . I)) .. The adopt- in of tii nnto, 
m~ight ir:,i Infiall W: viceMc n only oni (';iohu in Korea ; Jait:riaIvac­
V~~sin Vio c cti vv"WaLf. v'kt'.r SIi;'i. horun
tA n ox' 1%Pii 

as a specific. pol icy choice, instnt PIt0 to WM P th'
d of Fvr-y1::: e d'ovek 
up. iUnjoct-olasK~ of mru~ ovi']opud- c-oHL[r s, \-Oi';c anI nuo vati on \c; 
adPIh'pCu"Se . :ie GOt~ con ten~t :'of C00WOUK Pn- i on]zi, as ai reoun I aICia 
vaI; of onuxphY'cC' cd econmic0 Olh1 cliv irin.- It toI c': Cej' ic wo.'re' huugl 
SIont' :Ia ted, Lnd Lou ni 0lw-nut . ~ stia~ Kior'a, CitK f Know], fced~ w-ith 
r-AuputuA to mikoI p~ ic;y chict w Y: nOr!, ~ iO : an.Od'on.­
\'j)o"Woal Icin- ~ ;----- pnrttii iS whi;'~ch 3ro no I onei acI',.;: Iv Uo coon­
tiesc wich arr nm- hi hl y dux..Iopel . 11 lay In ni-ni 'e to PAP cI0vci. p­
ttient-al eWisi 0-:CtLhe cn basis of wit; 1 utlor coon tnrie linvv doc, andicpev-. 
haps have dlone wrr:'ly. JI triA, CLarefih consiJOiaIt ron of Al of the pa.­
tential imlpactIs should uAIN o Korea grow.. n IlLt J1apan orhte Ln~li-p 
thea Uni ted StaLCW , hut. botr Mc-an oiter couiliriis. 
Thu m~ore eai lud cliaroc I c-io Ii o of the LrahIspnII-.i (I planning pr~o­
cess ust also hb'consicied to oss:;ss WL CiilitLy to inc-a the needs and 
eva'o na to he imacts nroriatl-d wsi th transpori I -rrY''iIt 
Da ta e Ieutr of the 1909 SWul or in i-Avs Linat-LoP s tsudyP'.thucc 
reipi con L a n trc'!c- La in lou fo tori pl a:;:;A:5' hthi baInos is lrci L be kezapt 
uip to dole a L re'gulaI r i iv -:]. Th' w,sl. cccIl-ti cal for aC-COr--L approachi 
p1 i slipr this many hbe the procloss of very nIaI-wcnle , continuiousi samopling. 
i 
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thI'l at1iih CIII-- i.or ti ties.(I fIu U a C j.. ,ic-Sr..ee rii!VIS.j... fo 
i doinifying ke(y factor o licludled 
-:iilutt(IdItall-eodels.. 
The Citi1i'l:y..of tle lan( uSu data base, on which future travel 
willI necessarily be builL, is questior, atbe. Strengthening tii, infornma­
tion component should bceTccouplished in conjunction 
 With improvements-"
 
Jn .administ a t. b linhnges betwevn .eCity plann ng, and 
 t:r nspo:ta tion plainning. 
Current environmental-quaity da a is.essential both for predicting
 
impacts of proposed "Ind LO 
 serve as a beine for cum.pa.rison of
 
a] tern tives. Among the required data which should 
 he maintained on a
 
egular basis are ambient air quality, amrblicnt noi.,;e levels, 
 and location­
and type-s)pecjfic accident statisLics.
 
DaI:a on the characteri.ftics of current 

n serviortatio es­rvices,
pEcially travel, Lran-sfer , and waiting times should be collected. Trave l ­
time characteristics have been found to be the primar determinant oft'a
vel behavior choices in western countries. 
 Despite the low per-capita
 
incomte in Korea, il is apparent from the pace of pedesLrian and vehicular
 
traffic 
 in Seoul tha t time is highly valued . Currently,cthose travel­
forecasts which are developed, Using mathematical models in Korea assume
 
that distance 
 is the primary choice variable, and this assumption is made 
because travel-time characteristics are not available. The results are 
very likely significant biases associa tedwi th traveldecmand estimateS, 
particuIarly ' new,thosefor faster facilities. More specifically, distance­
baed forecasts are likely to result in underestimates of demand, undc-­
design of facilities, aid congestion, 
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• lilo-,or so t :, 
~To 
use 
?n eonmi rs~n~sto clharngoes, in the 
of carefully con:; Ltue td beoeadaf 
tracnsportation 
tecr s (udii ;. 
sys tern thirough. the 
These should focusl 
.onichanes n -­ ming cllaractcerin;ties, mode choice, rou:e choice, resi -
* den L.. 1 lca ti.lon 
.ping and recrc.,at 
;hj.f ti em,,ployment. loc; Liojn 
on pat trns, Through tIess 
shifts,, and chne 
esLzIdicthe abilit:y 
i shop)­
to a t:i­
ciJ.[)tt cthe pre:.se im),C ts of ft ture transpor tation sys teil changes will 
be iMproLvCd. OtAeWisej5C, ii: will becesar to simt potential ili-­
pact.-on the bas is of model s cali brated inotherI iCtis , wIJ ch is 1ikely1c 1 
to lead to erroneoust0s Ci A "L0es and to the poss ibi i y of ',bor:owing" dove .­
opmental patlls from those other citi:es. -
F o tC abJ iC.-e, -. T e c ity of Seoul sees to be somewhatc 
behid the .nterationI ! sje-af--thc:arl in travel demand Forecasting, 
Wh!h.. S.1.10:icis1not:unreasonable compared to some cities in more cleveloped coun­
tries. For examle, the use of distfance-ascdforecasts has generally 
)beenabandoned because it cajn lcad to Lroublesome rlesUlts, as described 
r 
V 
above. There are several 
full set of reqired data 
reasons for this gap. 
is not yet available. 
Irst, 
Second, 
as 
a 
stated, 
critical 
the 
mass 
of skilled manpower does not yet exist in Korea. Third, even for the 
most skilled of Korea's tr.nsport experts, such as Prof. Imm of Seoul 
"National. University, access,; to the ioFt. recent western literature is quite 
.iited. This is a need which could be, met at small, cost, but it iS a 
critical one. Pinally, he monetary resources necessary to remedy the 
S. above prob.em; and to conduct the nreq Id studies do not seem to be 
avail able-j. 
'-4' 
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-s@L1 , .L.L,in. -Lio -a:UI­imLi'11 y.1zic.ac 
asSgdiscoVered. It shuld be. sufficient to point. but that unless po­
tentill future environe ntal effects of pui c system iNeLtlentU can be [
c: c'Id V: ,b r ."sonable accuracy, it will be inpos.hClm1e to control the 
iwqpZct,', of Ihjose %s'tcm ; ['l 
in' Ctl. ut~t~ sr -The foc,is of evaluation s1trategies u.;ed in 
the transpor taion tCr inecKorea is on trad itiIonai Cconmic analysis (18). 
inthis approach, montary es t rnat:es of )e1efi s fr:om new .ys te aI.'c 
I.eiht, d aantCt," .esult,ontaCVl cot. As a r it become,-s very difficult 
to esi the o u.nvirow a I . Any effect nmt:mate wor th reducig .nt i mla 
readily me:aured in m etary units tends to 1e left out of the alnitlysis' 
to be treated as a ifrec good. The continued use of this approach to Sys-
Wtems evaluation wil? be especially threatening to the livin.,environment 
Of SeoLlI. "omfu'le CA-.re ien thLisvproach l;jrgely- been rejecte cc hazs 
in the United States and western Europe; inst-ad, economic benefit-cost 
analyses are usced along with cemprehensive descriptions of all signifi­
cant impacts, often in the form of impact matrices. 
It could be argued that, given its current level of economic develop­
meat, the scarcity of monetary resources supports the strict use of econo­
mic analysis for investment planning. This argument tends to be supported 
by the guidelines offered by international lending institutions. The un­
fortunate result may be that 'irreversibly damaging choices are being en­
couraged today. The absence of an easily established markedt price for a 
resource, such as air,water, land, and the human life) does not mean that 
the resource is Witilout Vau'. Decision, wlich are truly economidcally 
efficient in the sense can only made with bthe possiblebroade~st be roadest 
-i<fr a~o ba -- -I-,,.~se.~4--2~S* ~ 
_____Ss__________________nth__________! 
f R . IM - To 
- ,Qt 
0,1 of.".....sk i le ",nj ji ok e,, ,, in/ c...
',.l',T heLo'C'_. IIc.- eelopine t Sol" thoseza b e in o rec­
;
umi' ,:"; i, e n " i : t , - . ... 
-]..ton1,1(1110ac skilled manpower.:.i of*11, Lo i i c n oi- il b r n g i n cip i ' t., , ,,: :. . 
.f nt.it elemenion the-: avoidanec' o uture transportation 
.­
.; relatedO environ.nta. 
.proh ci. 
 sufficiO.(tIt I i.not to ,ring in capital 
nma ter.a esoures. t meet current and future needs. It will be ia­
-' port'ant to develop human resources so Chat: those needs can tbe met effec­
:tfi'.Jy, *¢.fcdy, and economically. Currently, Ithe marlpower r es~ources in 
~~the f' ci ds of transportation planningr .. evi ronmen tal1 protection, and( trans-
./
CpImr t:a Lion-envirom.mnt linrmagcs arc' extremel y lliited . Furthermore, thosie 
Two prim,%ry ,sources of thmuse skills are housed at Seoul National Uni­
__ ::versity and atu the Korea institut:e for Science and Technology'; these ins ti.­
t.. toee 
.. ,, pe.ha. two well-qua!ified 
"h"in"r1fes-ionals 
relevant flelds and approxiral:ely six more in conLributoIry areas, AdeqIte 
.! 
;upport: for researclh and teaching On tle part of these professionals i' 
not made available., They also do no.t seem .to be effectively utilized in 
1 Sthe of Le current. problemssolutionL of Seoul; give the quality of the hu­
man resources at JUST, for example, it seems unrealistic for itL to be te-
CSSry for tills institution to be forced to actively market its services. 
Cases were also cited where public officials were reluctant to LtakeB! the 
advi.ce of in-coutry professionals oil technical matters. 
The use of foreign consultants seems, uite common in Korea. While
 
this is appropriate where ,in-Co0 un ry 
 skills exist, it may be aood 
investment to insist that SuIci consultants also contribute to the training 
Of indigenlous professionals in the course of their lwork. Rel~iaiwce on con-UK:::: s', l'. : / ! ,t 7 6 >r ,> ,,,v5f.: t{ k":losultants alaone is form :iO t:€S ;1k 7 :ili~~?:]:,i:i ,a of cisinvestmesit 1,n the future of Korea. 
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! 
';: q uate" . ]o'p of trained-1'or:eal .profcesiown ll.. ra es. ig t"b identi.­
. . 
*.... 
f.. ied f C': us L-jb] jch n,-! ,"StroI I"e~r I ill, b-set,,e KIST annd [A)he un iwe)rstt ies, so 
U1that livited malpowe'r resources could be pooled, not owly to s-olvoe conteml­
porary prohiMC!-s, but also to dvlpardo of pr~sin'l oCOLd 
met the HevS(Isf the futolre I.sn withi this apprprich, addition­
al reurc should b. allocated to K].1 nd tl- univers ties so that 
I~4nS t 1 i ) I of C . CCc0nM t(iII IChi, t a S sta1 7f III(, iti gphykI a 1)rL)pn1, and 
t-r ' 
b[ l~1.inked 'W L1 rcontinuous involvemen of such instLi tutionstin problem 
so IiVoivng fol* i C., c ity ofr 
Smight include g rk-sudyic. 
eoulI 
place 
a nd the 
o 
g:,v er nimpientof Korea, Such{ linkagbes 
i ostudents in problem-solving rol s 
-
ufor govornmont,and on-serviee pLt'ning programs f or full m government­
i. , .. e mployees . '•fi d In addition.to these longerLterm approaches- to buiilding Up in-ies, 
''.}: 
tskilledmanpower, short-tereu benefts could be ano.evednytsendl selected 
rstudens ieh ful funding, for graduate study in such countries as Japan, 
theUnited States Canada, and in western Europe- To insure that such stu-
rdets o'ces sorelevant alralnng, andto ure Ot thtuiery ate so tat lSu"ilined to their rotin o K..olema ntcoie ssu be made to them in 
adanln fto ther c ofto r thniies wohrenth c.r.. osc l .inkg.e. 
Ver uickin  urndew orkstd pras t~joV(plac Sud'tsin roem-ovn roles 
for 0oenetn n-evietann pronal ommi tme grmntsCiicCrvs 
inemployees. c ,4h4cni ohv 
stun-ts, itfiel ffunadiang, So gru at std ininc counhir as Japan,2 
the niteS a sCanaa, ad inween Erp.T isr ht uhs 
deti rlvn riinad-oisr ht'te r fetvl 
. 
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9c 	 ce "'l' o 1", IIII!-,I ov;iIdr tL.trne.1For 
r Tdhe. -pag.: . an I perspeel ive Lpreceding eu,,a: e viivdua 	 on tan.?Or­
tIti ,Cfltaia 1/ tl aJ p S Fisnuhi of hma'ed oillnVJr inS 
a shotr, two-.-we- ;tudy Lour. A conphn.ve and uinbiased aIIa].ysis of 
the proeI C id kit j , which ex is: Ccannot be aicrshedopp)lotu 	 cekmp withi. 
such a iI Tinus , the ecommuc-li nv.s w, cI rch -offerccShort 	 CPrPe..e we e in 
the seeciJo.,1s :1oveand vwhich ar:e sur-rized belbwe,,usL neccssarlybe 
v:i 	 .ed its (:c~nLative ]oin tc foi the na Li on of discussion , These recoi­
endat ions are' b~ro~d ly groupc'J .1n t.hT ca wCgo:Ic : :ranspor a tion-env:rnm-: " :­
ineutal. planning I r:'itl[g.i eC:', Lhr, eve.lut. on ofa rmore reuspons;ive planning­
decision-ma!kin: j nfrast:ruc Lure, and the. deelomcnto manpoer resource" 
for p lanning in Korea 
TIanning tici' s: Th concept . lidtegaed, :iyste planning.1 
s iorm bI :; ofr .. .i t ,nta Iscd SL.. corn­hou-i the tiun c ., .eopmein 
prehiSiye, multi sys term pI an shou I d be prcpap(l to serve as guidelines 
for m1o:e specific, sectoral planning. SeCifjcally, the approved, compre­
hensive mnastLer piai should ,,erve as thre basis for mu)Lti-moclal tranlsport 
planning. The comprehensive plan itself ihould he evalurLed in terms of 
the econom:Lc, social., and environmental. impets of the general, plan and .­
of the components which wi.l operati.Onali:,,e thjat plan -transportation, 
water supply, was te treatfivin and disposal, edUCation, health care., housi,_ 
employmen, recreation, etc, Comprehens.i.ve plaring should therefore be 
a- con tinuing, on-line ac tivi ty, having constantit eraction with sectoral 
planni.ng func(i ons. 
Within.he Lolansporiatio! et, coitwifuing prior'm ty should be placed 
,tpa guta~ibonCa systecm fo,.eu li ncldingpsy s	 ', Jr-
A,,' A .".. ., 	 *} : f". . <. :' l:c;} U 9% 
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1)j Wrtr2a plaIC'd to~g(­subwoys, bLS el;s, Snw7y'1,YS tr's S 11OuLdA1,(1 
alower t 
ny nfarepn.e for. - " ­
: . , t..... alve syner,gist; .Adt. lev o )f 
C,:
analysis,anat "h cprswavys. s hould be p~lanned: asl au :i tegraod :system 
thc ell roxztlons.''' 1 
In .he development of boLh 1and-use and transportalion sys tem plans, 
greater sensiiVitty to potential, environmental effects should be developed 
now. Althoughlogical, short-te'.rm prforities in Seoul. iuay seem :o mltigate 
. againt current concern for the c.nvironmcnt in favor of concern ior econo.. 
a - Of a devel0ping
mic factors, manrly ncntiVenvironm c 
l
ntal coisequIenCeS 
or are reversible on].y at...urban. transportation system are irreversible, 
high costs. At the same time thct Seoul and the rest of Korea are Icap­
nrny decades 6f technolgy, government agencies should attcrptfrogging 
borrow from more high].y d.velopcd coun tries the ncwl y developing aware­to 
ness for protection of tLhe environment. For Korea, now may not be too late. 
sensitivity, clearlystated en­
-To operatoonalize this environmental 
major. system . i'should be used to evaluate allvironmental impact criteria 
those for land use and transportation. Specific consi­plans, including 
also be given to the carly establishment and use of aderation should 
technology assessment func­large-scale, long-range, policy evaluation and 
evaluate major alternatives for :carefully and thoroughlytion, des-igned 'to 
the city of Seoul. This function should be designed 1:o guard against Un­
have very long-term detrimental im­conscious public choices which could 
pacts on te society, the economyny, and the environment of Seoul. It should
 
the. majoi n­pr.oposals issuing from 
cCL0rs in '6aich of these general dimensions. In particular: it .h o.d1 
: 
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In!;wcr L t ai£f L j s policy is "m )l viForce z thLo c Lions, a...Whiwi h11 0ppen 
<Kntn cd 'and V'hI t wi Li1. appenl if thiJS paI Icy i-s not) iml eerte? C 1ay, 
these ave ta Sks hi cII morst Ilighly (evelopCd Countries are just beg/,nning 'i :.d :. 
to oddrc-Fs, atnd tHie tech'iciucs for accohpishing them are quite.limi.ted. 
, Evenrrdimentary answers, however, can be of great value in large-scale, 
,:-:. long-termi decision iealdnag. 
Ef.or ts shc-uld also'bJgi: in the near future to creato a data base to 
support sys tern planning and evaluation in the area of rslortation-envi­
' rowiwntal re].onshi.os. This data' bas.e should indlude coverage of trivel 
- patterns, transportatdon sys temn serviCe chracterstics, and environmental 
-sta tus -- ambi ent qualilry, ambient levels, accidentair t noise traffic char­
* , -ct'r•ti , and micro-environmntal effects of' transportat.ion. Th t1.me­
ln0ss of this lata ,hould ma e
b se be n,,,,e c ,hroug t heproce, -o con­
t.Inlouc; systeml moll! tori' The monitloring procuss, in addition to provi­
ding an updating mechanism, will also provide tlhe support for before-and­
after jpac studies. The lttaer will be the foundati.on up, whixflh an 
envIronmiental impact foreca.:ting capabiliLy can be built. 
' : In-f-rast~ructure evolutJlon: One general step Coward: the. adelv ent of" i: 
i! .'theL above goals is, tihe clarifieation of administratijive Iines of responsi- '-::. 
bility so as to bring about accountability for the performance of these 
-
tasks. Tis inighLt be accomplished by creating a strengthened longcrange 
planning agency in the city of Seoul, having responsibility for total urban 
System development. Within such an orgnuization, all trcnsportation-relutcd 
funct-ions ni.ght he under di eagis of a ,;ihngic unit. These functions 
Shou ld include ex-presway ppa.ng, rnpi d transnt plaming, a teial -treet 
plainni.ng, bus and taxi, rc.sgulautjOlu, as well a's system op:rAion. Any re­
:,:: ., "- g -<,.1 < - - -qa,:{.,: AsM.-i. 
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in :sUC 1 iagenLy shoutld ho 
 well staffedI wvith sufficiel full-time employ­
o erjcly cariy out thae,( tasks at hand, F a- f f -S
 
ciency, admninistrati%, st:ructures should be sufficiently flexible toaLow 
.
 
the sharing of resources, such as persomwnl, cat:n, and equi.jment, especial­
,
ly'hen o1ne017bdi;ision is faced with diffCren, i.lly ,rg work- loads. 
The tranpslortati.o unit, asu well as otlher: within the agency, should 
h! spcifi.cally carg.ed Wi. th thc. exarnjmlnaton of t]. environmental offect "S. 
Of all projects t considers- Furthermore, a oVerall environmental assess-,_ 
mentresponsh)1ty covering all ospects of the work of the pIlInI 
ageIcy, should be establjshed within a tlpinstratjvoly
0 0p tc ted unit wLieh serves as staff ,adv isor ~y ~t~ , ..,~4~ .................. 
. . ... 
te, head. Thi group

. . .. e~ y h a 
, ~ i r u t-!c.a 

should, in conjunction with the functional environmental units, serve as 
an unbiased watch-dog unit It should conduct systematic, objective, en- k 
vironmetal assessments of all. rajbr proposals, insuring that relevant 
. 
long- term impacsfrom all types of projects receive careful and consisenL 
study. While early establ,ishment of such a environmental inifrastructure 
stsrongly Suggested, it would be reasonable to keep the scale of these 
activfties smill for some-time 
-e.g., one staff member in each functional 
.areki, and threo to five in the overall assessment unit. 
Long- term developtenCta1 policy evaluation:d might be h n d e in the 
same way, hrogh the chaion of a tOP-leV lStaffgropi 
.. Environmen.al.ssess en. could b encompassed within this Unit, 
]ong witLh techInol assessment, social. evaluation, e.-io, econoaic.analysis , etc. 
L 
4 
4 4 470 
, 
nos1evoptn:11. oanLOllof ]l.on rterimlvll, t.#t il 
sk il1 devul'opment shoul]d begn' iii"iedz tel y :he nucleus of .ulch programs"- ; 
8xisuSUow in the ,Seoul. area, and the principal need 'at t'hu pir:ese;t Lme 
,S to utilAz tlhis nucleus effectively. 
A basic step which should be taken is to strcngthen univers,.ty train­
ing .programs in tLalsport~atijon plannling aind tranporta tion.-envi'onineit . 
" 
. ... 
relatio2slij)s, 
trai.ncd Master 
s o4 1)1hy , .each 
Tp.he ob'eCt-iv e chol Cet:o .produeC( perhapIs 6 to 0.0 well 
of Scinncc-lexel grduate students, and one Docto: ()I-
Lr, ei i fill) 13-r tC II not to f£Cood the m.rket i th. such . 
4 
44 
. 
proIeional ut. at the Same time, i' : is clear that a trained cadre i'' 
vitally needed. To accomplish this obj1ecive, it will be necc-ssary to 
invest additLional public resources in the universities, 'rhe investments 
could he Vied directly to u,)Aiversi ty involvement inurlbn transportation 
proble m-solving for Seoul. he latter approach would not. only re -Ltd hi 
early benefits to tHe city, but would also provide a more relevant basis 
for training of graduote students. This type of relationships osly.now 
being proposed by Ehe Department of Transportation in the Un-rited States. 
Methods should also be sought to better uti.lize the impressive sLrengphi,'," 
. 
4of. .the Korea [nstitute 'of Science and Technology in the training of Suidents. 
hltopefull.y, this can be accomp.ished Witliout diluting tie autonomyo of eier(110: 
KIST or the universities. 
-In the short run, serious consideraLion sllould be given 'to the 'triln­
ing of transprtati.on-envi onmneitaLi specialists utSijde Of Kor ea 
vide th& in-'c skills necessary" to Strengthen a' Korea.iased eduC.tio.nal 
4program. nr i:'': &4.44 ' 44444. 
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-7 delines~Gui for tJSAID i h",oul.bn~n 
0.. '..S'sthe Korerin- people, and people in other rapidly urbaniZing 
.} .,-in of the object..ves Stated in the previo:,' -ec­the "Ichio'vemn-

Vions,- o)f this report, it \will be important for USAID itsellf to he con­
cerned about, lpng-term social, and envionmental impacts Of public works 
investments. This cais. for increased emphatsis on planning, evaluatIon,: 
and decision processes, along with the provi.sjon of resources for puiblic 
works invest nnt; themsel'es 
Speci fic concern should be e-tabl ishewd within USAID prograns for the 
development of on-goint, broadly basedsystcms-planning proc .ses in the r 
Seciul area. Development of (Iat .bass continuou monitoring prog-amns, 
* modern impact forecasting techniques, and comprehensive eVaiuation strate­
gies should be strongly encouraged, lhese ends may be accomplish-ed through-
at leasLthreealtcrna ve,.!approaches: ircc.t: ftnd ing of planning process 
innovations ).n Korea, lilnkage of planning strategies changes to AID-suppor. 
ted physical development projects,. and the provision of adVi s ervics 
oItside of, specific public works projects. 
- .~' :Improvement of system pl:anning methods may be encouraged through the .
 
,

, use of 5ppropriatc, criteria =for some future A\ID funding, For: examp~le in-.:.".-•:.:i!l 
dications of progress towards the development of macrscopic policy "eval.u, 
ation capabilities, integrated systems planning, onironniental. impact a 
analysis evalauation, and daLb-base evolu tion might be offered as pre-s taed
. 
milestones wn to base decisionS.hich fuLure prOjec t 
Generally, AID c'apittal. invostme.nt prog'rams in the transportL field, 
and in other sectos should inc lud' spcif ic provisiorl.1s f o r continuous 
system mon toring, so that data basesand th1 foundat Jons for. future i.-m-m 
~p cc tforc asting can be established. aaa,a aa 
The rate of divilopiment of the urban transpor tation sys eii, in Seoul 
scows Co he satinfac ory at the present time with no apparent AID support. 
Still, it may be approprinte to une a limited amount of AID funds for in-. 
proving the planring process itself. As stal:ed, good use of these resources 
could be made in activities such as the cstablishment of a high-levul 
p_ol icy.-eva ].ua t ion!/cnn'i.r ntal-.;scsst'nt. unt, the crea Lion of a forma] 
Sranisport-sys tum planning agyncy in Seoul, and the institution of compre­
h.einsivu environnental.-quaiLty monitoring programs. Fund,]s could provide 
for limited-te .m personnel salaries, training for 3n',country professionalo, 
facilities and equipment. The futura of such an agency would be promising 
, to the extent that fR is able to develop strong dia a collecLion, analysis, 
evaluation, and reporting techniques. 
AID should also deeLop its own environmenta] assessment capabi].ity 
within the Mlission in Seoul. This might be limited to a single professional, 
who would be cunvinuoutsly available to Provide guidance to Lhe Korean 
governments regarding anticipation of environmental offects of transpor- ­ {
 
. tation and.other public sector f&T§ilities, Experience with such a tedhni­
cal representative should be carefully evaluated to provide a basis for 
.	 making decisions about expanding this activity to other countries. Even­
tually, these in-country representatives might: be supplemented by traveling 
teams of more specialized experts who could make periodic visits' to deal 
with specific problems. 
A variety of options should be considered for assisting in the devel­
opmont of human re'ources for transportanion-envirnmental planning in the 
Seoul aea,. These include Lhc f]-lowing: 
SupprL hpu iaof relvanI, books and jouraI-ora unC-LIM 
"I . 
.:s al 
Jorl 11) 7c'leama i c 
"; (I r J, . I ,f .I -lie,. 
)or1 
FnJu r 
-
upa L 'IghoIt be 
tue tL s ed:so tlI 
Lu,. , a:.ol" 
J-nded 
o ;1xise 
)1:( rc I 
trforC'.h 
s nI 
;a). 
suchal. 1 ,r.i og an~ 0hc'C, Sinne~ ici t LLtur tCOI 1o-p IrlC)f sc ho 1 "7o a proprfss1ional exchia ariges beween the -I,i S, ad Ko-rea. SeIected .1n m i-ghL be finded for sttexal 
Splpott. .of gda)d tuaa\e!d i Lhe U cd Staes. PLraop ri s 
!.11ho1](1 be sv,*"tenm Lijc;1} 1% G trutC tjl'Z':d so .tlaL tmx mu~X~llnu e of 
such learinn 'can be wridt- onice "roi:i±',ans tlurnl to orea01-  
Supp)ortL h(,u11d aIso b;e provided for{:g. \ schliars aud profes­
i IraIs to visitj Kor-ca Fo01: the pturpose of ,, il,,, sefunlla s, 
teachirig shuft in-tsOrvice t:i:i 
vice to govenmen: .lge"lcleS 
rinig cour Se,', and offering ad-
S u ppOrt of gr'.d0 e study in Ltt, itdc] SLates for sel ected 
Korerrn s tt, n Cs . i.,; Crogramto , shou 1(})e carefully de­
sigVed o that Students acquirc a rolevant set of skills fo: 
working in traspt r ta t on-onvi nlll: til p],,laing. Agreements 
should b reached in advaince t o insure that such s tudets, 
upon their re turn to }'orea, will be effectively uti].izecd for 
" F 
:!F 
both problcm-solving. and education. 
USATD I-o_ ,fmlid tra1ve(! ,by selcIC teLd ore0all t), n porLi oil-enTvjron-I 
mental 
budget 
oxperts cc) confCeS. A fixed timua 
-- perhals $1,000.--might be established for such a , 
program, arid aul.tlexdee,; might he Sc.ecced hbyOe Korean goVer-l­
ment, based on AID--suggest:ed criteria. These criteria should 
insure that participants chosen are those who can take maxi­
mum technical advantage- of such conferences. Rapid -response 
to requests for such support is essential to the success of 
a program of this nature. 
-
- Technical support of non-USAID projects. Even thlough USAID 
ilay not be financially involved in major translort projects 
) .nSeoul, i.t would.seem appropriate to offer limited kinds 
of technical advice. This should not be inthe form of 
/ ,fuidizig planning and design processes through U.S. consul­
ants; instead, j.t slould be limited 'to strategic advice 
- designed to '2nfuse appropriate systems--planning and eval.ua­
tion methodologies into Korean de.cisioil processes.. T1is 
m.ight best bc accomplished by sendi-g small visiting teams 
Of U.S. experts to Korea for the purpose. of studying a single­
major problem. 
"
 fN2 I"Ii'"I' ; ':." -'I ' : : - r . ;' , . . : , ' : ' ' '' ' . .
 
Wher .,a A ill :; ,,
V tJ -r 
- VII C 
AC L Of 1909 SL- Ch a s j 
S,-.- -Where ,a USA:JD-fundcIc peet require Iarat a;:.i:i:::[]ii[.....e v ro nei: ,:[inpg1 .sI . :emm .c., rdem rhbe .Efiionmt~rltzl-Pol icy-
1969,Act of e suchm $ ' t6f: L shOunld: be prepared J n I.. 
. i") n. Ior, an repr.Sc L, 't...Vs
.,en-might te relativu]y high, but L i .. y, IJSAlD i.nvo lve-.tHiese prcesses shold beu',sed specifically as tai ning,oppcruij tie s for h, 
­
t  mp rov.
meit: of Oli planLn' eapabil1 f es in l'.orea 
S Or us con.ide ra Lion" should be given to direct granL.- topublic, ui I:versitie's Lourage.to e the deve] op en L, of strongKorean 
* 
-- aduat:e progranms treaating envi ronmen tal i.mpctas.. t in transpor.LaL imti jln other soctors. These pro­grams should be structured so that the Korean Government:agreesr to" un.derwrite their long-term support. Resources
should be made available for faculty, visiting U.S. scholars,l1brary devovopn.ent, reSearchl equipment, an graduate svtud en"
stipends 
. Success of those efforts sho.]d be carefully moni..tored to support decision-naking regardinig parallel programs
in other countries. 
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